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INT HO DU CT ION 
It matters not so much what one call,:: a condition so lon;; as he 
knows that ·Ni th which he is dealinG and how to cope with it. Yet it 
makes a great 'ieal of difference to the neophyte in search of infor-
:nation to find that what he has come to understand as a horse being 
called 2 c0::. His whole perspective becomes chant;ed and he L:; as it 
't,'ere in the middle ages when f al::;e premise.:; ·::ere rife aad Log-Le was 
King and the monk;:. argued as to how many angels could dance on the 
point of a needle. Even so, eventually, if his interest doe;3 not 
wane he comes to understand that when some talk about so::aething they 
mean so:nething else-- and the trouble is that the fowdations upon 
which knowlerlge is built is relative. The neophyte has gained some 
sort of a.11 '.lnderstcmding of the subj .::ct--- he accepts the few men 
whom he can recognize as authorities --- and he is now able to give 
a book review, or write a paper to further bef1.iddle the ones who 
will listen to him. Perhaps this is progress of a sort. 
My interest in the subject of Picks' Disease was lighted by 
being present at a'.ltopsy in a case which was diagnosed as such. I 
started out voraciously in my search of knowledge regarding this 
condition, and the more I read the more my reading ianced to the 
tune of the Hindoo Fable regarding the blind men and the elephant, 
and so without exc'.lses I present this poem as my introduction. 
It wa.s six men of lndostan 
To learning much inclined 
Who went to 3ee the Ele1)hant 
(Though all of them were blind), 
That each by ob2ervation 
Might satisfy his mind 
The Fint approached the Ele?hant, 
And happenin; to fall 
Against ~1i" broad and 3tllrdy side, 
At once began to bawl: 
"God ble.:os :net but the Ele9hant 
Is very like a walH 11 
The Second, feeling of the t-..isk, 
Cried, "Ho, ;vtrn.t have Ne here 
So very romd and smooth anci sharp? 
To me 1 tis mighty clear 
ThL3 ;.;onder of an Elephant 
Is very like a spear. 
The Third approached the animal, 
And happening to take 
The s uirming trunk within his hands 
Thlls boldly up and spake: 
"I see," ~1uoth he, "the Elephant 
Is very like a snake!" 
The Fourth reached out an eager ha.~d, 
And felt about the knee. 
"What most this wondrou~3 beast i;3 like 
Is mighty plain," quoth he; 
"Tis clear enough the Elephant 
Is very like a treet" 
The Fifth who chanced to touch the ear, 
Said: "E'en the blindest man 
Can tell what this resembles mo:3t; 
Deny the fact who can, 
This marvel of an Elephant 
Is very like a fan!" 
The Sixth no sooner had begun 
About the beast to grope, 
Than, seizing on the swinging tail 
That fell within his scope, 
"I see," '-juoth be, "the Elephant 
Is very like a ropet" 
And so these men of Indostan 
Disputed loud and long 
Each in his own opinion 
Exceeding stiff and .strong, 
Thoui;h each was partly in tf e right 
And all ~ere in the wrongt 
2 
3 
Men, in discussing what may or may not be Pick's syndrome, 
refer to the condition of Picks' DiseasE:. as concretio pericardi, 
synechia pericardi, symphysis caroi2,ca, peric2rdi tis chronica 
adhesiva, callous pericarditis, chronic constrictive :)eric1:irc'itis, 
adhesive pericarditis, ad.hPrent pericardium, chronic rnediastino-
perici.=irclitis, obliterative perica.rditi2, concatos diseaEie, cal-
cified pericardium, pericardi tic pseudocirrhosi,s and ;c_;o on ad 
infinitum. 
Yet, a diagnosis of Picks' Disease is of value because 
1. It affords the explanation of a group of symptoms and 
signs in an obscure case. 
2. It obviates confusion with other conditions especially 
mitral stenosis, cirrhosis of the liver, polyserositis, nutritional 
and other rare forms of edema. 
3. Expert thoracic surgery may now lead to cure of what once 
was a hopeless disease. 
4 
DEFINITION 
In 1896 vhen fick2described three case:; of con;3trictive pec·i-
carditis which pre::;ented an uffu.sial syndrome-- one of wl1ich was 
dia.:;nosed e,nte-:11ortem he broubht to light a condition which had 
]Jeen knoVin for a long time. Pick, ho1;evcr, wa.s the fir3t to as:3o-
ciate the liver· changec. with the carc:iiac condition. In his de-
scriptLon of t:ie syndrome he informs us, 
"There iJ a symptom complex of pericarditic pseudocirrhosis 
of the liver which i.'.:' deceptively dmilar to one of the mixed forms 
of hepatic cirrho;Ji:s 'Ni th enlarged liver and con::0iderable asci tes 
but no jaundice. This pseudocirrhosis of the liver is cau;:;ed by 
disturba.vices of the circulation of the liver due to latent peri-
cardi tis. These circulatory d,istt1rbances lead to an increase in 
connective tissue ~fibro,sis or cirrhosis) which in tirn cau:~es 
stasis in the portal circulation with marked ascites. 
This symptom-complex is found preponderantly in young individLl.als 
but may be observed also in after periods of life. 
The following points are important in the differential diagnosis: 
a. Ab.sence of an etiologic factor for cirrhosis of the liver. 
b. Hi:3tory of a previolls pericarditis, 
c. Earlier occu;.~rence of edema of the leg.s. 
Certainty can come only through subsequent exrunination of the 
heart. 11 
7 
Freedman ,; exprec;se,s the general present day opinion regarding 
the syndrome when he says, 
"There is still considerable confusion concernin.c: the nomen-
clature of thi:3 condition. 'Adhesive pericarditis' is not a correct 
term becaLl.se the lesion i3 generally not an active inflammatory con-
dition, but is the end re.s-cilt of a previou:; inflammatory process. 
Furthermore, the clinical syndrome, may occur wi tho .. 1t intra-pericardial 
adhesions and in turn intra-peri.cardial aol1e0ion;3 alone do not neces-
sarily lead to the production of the syndrome. The term Picks' Dis-
ease has to be defined to be understood and, by itself gives no clue 
to the pathological anatomy or physiology of the disease." 
Freedman is of the opinion that the term compre.ssion of the 
heart due to pericadial scar is much better than the term Picks' 
j)isease. He does not believe that adhesion.s between pericardium 
and iJle'clra or between the leaves of the pericardium are of much 
importance 11 since the clinical sympto:notology of the condition is 
5 
not caiJ.:::('d by the adhc~;io!1s but bj! the pressure exerted by the 
thick ;Jerictt.rdial sc&r on the heart." 
Beck, i± in a discussion of the ::oyndro;;ic as regard c: physio Logy 
al'ld pathology come:; to the concl',J.:;;i::m that 
"imato::nir::8.l term.s, .:.i.l.Ch a,3 one encounters in the li tersture 
on disorder of the per~carriium, are fre'..,;_uently devoic of clinicB.l 
siE:;nlfics.nce. This statement C£m be illustrated re&dily by a con-
:3lders. tiot" of >1e moc3t conunon of the pericarciial le.3ion;, na:nely, 
::i:ihe,;ive pericardi tis. V:hat does thi.::; anatomical conai tion dg-
nify? Doc; it mean that an inflammatory process must be present 
as the nc.me implies or may it incorrectly refer to an adhe,:;ion or 
scar in ,,,;hich inflammation no longer exLsts? Are the adheslon:o 
intrapericardial or are they extra pericarcial? Is there a distur-
bance of the circulation of the blood i'\Then 11dhesive pericardi tis 
is pre.:en t? If so, how is this di:3turbance brought about? Is it 
by a harness of adhr:os Lons upon '.vhich the heart tug ,s •d ti1 each sys-
tole, or by the angulatlon of the heart away from its normal axis? 
In the treat:nent of adhesive pericardl tis .'3hould pericardectomy or 
tht: Brauer operation be done? These z.1ue.::tions adec~uately indicate 
the ine.•)2,~'B.te terminology of a condition labelled adhesive peri-
cardi tL3. The disorders of the pericardiwn express thcm:>elves 
physiologically in one of two vrays. They produce either the syndrome 
of acute intra-pericarri.ial pressure or the 0yndrome of chronic intra-
pericardial pre;3sure. To understand the::e pres::;:ire syndro;rie,;, it 
must be reJieobered t:1at ·.mder normal candi tion;3 the pressure in the 
pericardial cavity is ne6ative. (The intra-pericardial pressure is 
approximately the same as the intra-:)leural pressure. It i.3 brou,sht 
about in th:::: ,:;e_ne ;vay as the intra-pleural pressure, na;:iely, by the 
elastic recoil of the long. The pre:ssure of the venae cavae c:nd in 
the right a'..ll'icle is also negative (by about 3 to 4 cm. of water). 
Under normal ccmdi tions the circulation of blood meet0 no obstriction 
'Nhere the ve'.1a cavae enter the peri-cardial cavity, but under abnormal 
conditions a delicate and vital mechanism i~ called into play. If 
the pre;.osu.re inside the l)ericardial cavi t,v. L: increa3ed, the venae 
cavae and right auricle are ill1'llediately collapoed anc remain col.lapsed 
until the blood in the venous reservoirs assembles sufficient pres-
sure to break through thi:3 intra-1J-:ricardial barrier. In this event 
the circulation start::~ up again. If the pressure in the venous re-
servoirs cannot build itself :ip to equal thG pressure in the peri-
cardial cavity, the circulation comes to a complete and permanent 
standstill. It Ls incomplA.tible vrith life when the iJre3sure in the 
pericardial cavity is greater than the ;;ressure in the venae cava. 
If the blood in the venous reservoirs can break throui::;h the intra-
pericaniial barrier, m a'ia.t)tive mecha.nis·u takes place. If the 
intra-pericardial barrier is fL1id or gas, the parietal pericardium 
v;ill stretch in res~Jon;3e to the pre:::sure. However, if the parietal 
pericardium is thickened by the formation of scar tissue, it may be 
unable to ;:itretch. 11 
6 
White and Churchill 5 in an early article discuss the syn-
drome as being one form of chr')nic adhe,3ive p<::rlcarditis. They li:st 
t 1:.o for::1~.J, l. cardiac adhesion:; to the chest wall or diaphragm, s.nd 
2. con,,trictinE; adb.e:cion" over the heart cho:nbers end :.:;reat ve,ssel3. 
They believed that in the firc:t case the reaction ha::; been ~o ex-
tensive that it ha:' spread beyond the viscera.l pericardLun itself 
and hes re,:;:Jltcd during the process of repair, in a gL1eL1g of the 
heart to actively moving structu1·es. The:::e men believe that t1e 
sec,)nd form differed from the first in that the handicap was not 
primarily one of increased work for the heart but vms rather one 
of mechs.nics.l obstruction to t~e entrance of blood into the heart 
through compression of veinc3 anri heart chambers by thick, solid 
contr~icted membrane that encased them. Further, the:3e men think 
that "the .so-called chronic mediastino pericardi tis, ···hen it takes 
the serio~F cou.r .e of Pick3' Di:3ease v.·ith evidence of obstruction 
to the circclis. t.h'1 e ':'pecially manifested by engorgement .,nd event..ial 
cirrhosis of the liver wiLh ascites is b 1.it a form of chronic con-
strictive pericarditis. Chronic mediastinitis suffi~ient to ob-
struct the circulation directly is ,;enerally associated with con-
stricting pericarditi.s v;hich is the essential reciJOn:3ible factor 
for the Pick syndrome. Involvement of the anterior mediastinum 
with cardiac adhesions to the thoracic wall consti tates th.e other 
important type of adhesive pedcarditis. The term mediastino peri-
cardi tis alone is i:-isufficient ciesignation." 
Brooks and Lippencott,
6 
however, are of the opinion that 
chronic adhesive pericarditis although a lesion of great fre~uency 
is often impossible of diagnosis and in it:.elf of very little clini-
cal significance or importance. They do not believe that .serious 
symptoms arise from the ac;hesive pe:ricardi tis unless the myocarciiu.'Il 
itself is seriously diseased. 
Yater 7 has the same idea when he says that chronic adhesive 
pericardi tis practically never cam;es chronic cardiac compression. 
7 
Broadbent 8 quite early describes several case , of EJ1herent 
pericardium. One of fo.e::e cases described, prec0 ented the typical 
Picks' syndrome. many to::ay, vihen they speak of' adher,-nt peri-
card bm, speak of it in the s&me senc'e as Bro<idbent. To him the 
term im,)lied the existence of adhesion:::; beb;een the vLceral and 
parietal l;;.yer~_; of tlle pericardium. He discussed only the :.rnivenal 
type -- that is, the cases in which the pe~'icard.ium a...>1d heart were 
so intimately connected that the ;:iericardial cavity wa2 entirely 
obliterated. 
Another condition L introduced by Sprague 9 in his definition 
of the syndrome. He states thht 
"Chronic media'3tino-pericardi tis may proc'iuce to a unici-.ie degree 
a mechanical embarrassment of the heart such as Pick' s ;:yndrome. 
The degree of this is variable and woulc:i appear to depend for its 
gravity in the in di vi dual case '.lpon the extent to which the adhe2ions 
encroa,_:h upon the superior and inferior cavae as we LL as upon the 
right auricle and oti.1.er heart chambers. V1'hether the pict:ire as 
presented by the patient is that of conge::,ted head, neck, and 
thoracic veins ~superior mer1ia2tinal syndrome) or of enlarged liver, 
ascites, and portal engorgement (inferior rnediastinal ,=.oyndrome) is, 
in t 1irn dependent Ui)On the relatively greater involvement of the 
superior or inferior cava. In most cases both great vein;s are af-
fected either primarily, or more often secondarily, through inter-
ference to ciastolic filling by constitutio!l of the heart from a 
thickened or calcified visceral pericardilli~. 
Asswning that the diagnosis of obstruction to the inflow of 
blood to the ribht heart by pericardial adhesion.:o can be ;;iaoe, a 
subject beyona the purpo,:>e of this paper the relief of thL3 ob-
str1ction should be con,sidered." 
The best definition of the syndrome i0 that biven by White lO 
who considers chronic constrictive pericarditis and Pick.s 1 Disease 
as synorio~nous. To q·J.ote, 
"Chronic constrictive pericarditis consi3ts of a chronic 
fibrous or callou; thickening of the wall of the pericardial sac 
which i; so contrac..:ted that the normal diastolic filling of the heart 
if prevented. A condition called inflov; stasis result:3. There may 
or may not be calcification of the pericardium, obliteration of the 
pericardia.l cavity or im9ortant external pericardial arihesions. There 
may or may not be an associated accu.'Uulation of pericardial fluid in 
small amounts, 9.S in pockets. The parietal pericardium may be pre-
8 
ponderantly s_~'f,cted or the epicarci:.un aL'o :2erlou.sly involved; or 
both )e!'icardial llembrs.ne'' ::Jay be securely or r::ven inseoe.r~1bly uni tcrl. 
One section of the _;iericardium as over the carciac apex, may rcn:"Cin 
relatively free and but ;::li0htly thickened wnile another ps.rt, 
as ':>Ver the right o.ciricle and f'.re&t vein,3 is markedly contracted, 
or the entire heart an;:l root, of the great vesscL: '.llay be encased 
un:..for~y in a ti;;htly ~ittLnz envelol•e. 
There may or may not be an acute or chronic :oolyser0c~itis, 
7111.ich is, contrA.ry to a common belief, c: different t(iing. There 
may or may not be a fro.c;teod liver or pleen. The1·'- may or may not 
be hes.rt Useaie i tc:.elf -- in my experi?ncc the a:isociation of chronic 
com:tri.ctive pericarditis of ar1y importrmt degree at least, with 
heart di".ea;e is very rare; I have enco'Jlltered only one likely ce:i.::e, 
and this I believe to oe a coincidence. 
The sie:;n·~ of chronic con.:;trictive pericardi tis are .=:i:nila.r in 
mo.;t respects to thoc;e of acute constrictive ~)eric11rciti0, or 
card Lac tamuon:1:1 e, rl 11P to pericardial effusion a'1.d indeed the signs 
of the formEor cond.i tion may follow the sign.:=; of the latter without 
any interrJption at all, or more often after any interval of months 
or years. The insidious evolution of the disability due to chronic 
constrictive pericarditis, frequently Hitil no history of a preceding 
aci.ite pericardi tis, makes the diagnosis far more diificul t than 
that of acute con.::trictive pericarditis that usually develops with 
striking c:igns and symptoms in the course of a few Jays or hours. 11 
In order to sho·r; the state of our pre:::ent day kno1'ilecige re-
gardlnL Pick' s syndrome, c:uotations from two of the outstanding 
surgeons W110 have rleal t With this disease will suffice. 
Beck 11 reco~nends the use of the term pcr-ico.rdlal scar in-
stead of adhesive pericarditis or adherent .1ericardium. He does 
this becau."e he believes thF_,_t the term does not inciicate the pre-
scnce or ahsence of adhesions. 1'' In another article Beck {.., says, 
"l feel secure in stating that adhesion,- to the heart do not 
prodJ.cs dilatation, failure, or hypertrophy of thf heart. Adhe;=;ions 
play no part in the production of the compres~~ion syndromes. ','1'hen 
pre ent, adhe i.---m·· are o;.ilent and inciclental fin6ings and produce 
no circulator.. troable whatsoev2r unless the heart is acutely l:ill-
gulated or twisted. ExpE..rimental and clinical evidence conclasively 
leave no room for doubt. 11 
Churchill,l::'. completing our confision state.s that 11 We ordinarily 
think of Pick' s syndrome as originating fro:-:i a completely encased 
heart, but 'lS tl'Tie goes on we are accwnulating evidence a.bout the 
effect of localized pericardial adhesions." 
9 
HISTORICAL Rr.SUME 
Disea.~e::; of the pericardi'JJ!l are among "the mo·0 t venersble 
of recognized cardi,:;_c le::ions in the history of medLcine." 
6 
"Galm, c'»Y'lt 16J A.L c.iescribed pericardial eff:i.sion in a monkey 
and scirrho1s thickening of the pericr1rdi·.im in a cock ana surmised 
that the same conditions might occur in man and interfere d th 
proper cardiac function." lJ Galen also succes3fully oper:i.ted on 
a yoang man, removin,c; some of the ci.ise.i~ed sternum and even the 
vertex of the :0eric1:;.rdium which ne uncovered in a case of post 
tra'.llllatic :::e1)tic anterior mediastinitis. This i:o; the first record 
f · '· 1 t· lO G 1 h 1 . t.. t f th o pericaraia resec ion. a en, owever a ong vn n mos o e 
early writers belLeved that in ca:es of aO.herent pericardi.lill there 
"vra.-: congenital abc:ence of the pericardial sac." 8 
"Among the ancients the 1 hairy heart' wa.s suppo;3eci, according 
to Haller to i~dicate great valor and bravery. Among those heroes 
who after cieath were foun6 to be so endowed are :;aid to have been 
Leonidas and Ly sander. 11 6 
11Gentilis of Fuligno, 1518, attributed this condition to 
hypertrophy of the pericardium, accompanied by atrophy of the 
heart." 
"Boerhave, in his wri tL"lg, collt?j:ted and published by Haller, 
mentions adherent pericardium as a cau e of palpitation and cardiac 
distress leading subse·uently to death. The adherence of peri-
cardium he attributes to deficiency of 'vapor' in the pericardial 
cavity •..••• 
"Rondelet described the pain, dy.spnea and syncope of pericE:.r-
di tis and Riolan, in lti49 recognized the da."lger of the condition 
and bolcily sugge::ted inclsi:m and cirainage of the pericardium 
10 
after trephining the sternum." 14 
Lovrnr, 1669, shoild receive cndi t for the fiNt 3atisf~ctory 
account of )ericaroial di:_,ea3e in man. He wrote that 11 a profise 
effusion oppre'3S6~ and inundates the heart •••• The walls of the 
heart are compre~;sed by the fluid settling everywhere ~-oo that they 
ca.'1not dilr1te ;::u.ffic iently to receive blood; then the pulse beco::ies 
excE>edingly .'Jiall, until finally it become:~ utterly su?pre;:•sed by 
the great in1..l.Ildation of fluid, whence succeed ;o:yncope and death 
itself." 15 He al:::o recognized that interference with the proper 
heart action coJ.ld ari :;e when tnerc are thick eontracting ad-
hesions. He cited a case of a London housewife, age 30, vvhose 
pericardium ";;ms not, as is proper, thin and transparent, but thick, 
opa~ue ahd even callous," 18 and introduced the term "callous 
. '. t. 16 pericarca vl.S. -
Vieussens, 1715, cites a ca e of adherent pericardi'.l!ll, in a 
child. of five, aJ1ci in which the pericardium was found to be thick 
and firm, and alme>st cartilagenous in nature. He mentions among 
the symptoms "dyspnea v;hieh he attributes to the inability of the 
diaphragm to descend perfectly in inspiration, owing to its being 
bound down to the heart by pericardial adhesions. 11 8 
Lancisi, in 1728, made the clinical picti.lre of chronic con-
strictive pericarditis by describing the small pulse, engorgement of 
the j14ular veins, b.rld enlargement of the &.bciomcn in a yotmg man in 
whom necropsJ revealed a :small heart with thlck cor2pletely adherent 
pericardium. 10 
To complete the fir;:;t century of the recognition of chronic 
adhesive ~)ericarditis, Morgagni 8 in 1761 discussed very fully the 
1uestion 0£' u:\h~ f'Snt pericarium. He states that ma.ny wri ter.c-; had 
11 
mistake" c)l 0 es of adherent pericardL1m for absence of pericardium 
to refute thL:: iciea. He i;ives Wl account of 45 ca:~es of adherent 
pericardium, collected from the ':'Ti tinL of vari·'.)U;-s a'J.thors, whocoe 
names nr:; gives, Em6 he de0cribes the main feat:.irec of each case. 
He states that palpi t&tion had been described &s a prominent ;:0ym11tom 
of adherent )ericardL.llll by Vieussenc: end other wri ter.s, bat thi::; he 
doe.s not reg3.rd 2,s a characterL:tic r:ymptoms; it was ;;re.::en~ in 
only 15 011t of the 45 ca;32s c!e,:;cribed. Absence of or weakness of 
the apex he considers an importax1t phy:;ical dgn; from 2.n analysis 
of the=;e cases, finding it 31) times.... He mentions smallness ::,nd 
irrogulari ty of pulse, palpi tati::m, .shortness of breath, oedema 
and ascites as some of the symptoms.n 8 
Morgani aL:o reported seven case:s, one of whom, "a man 40 
years old with a very small pulse, showed a heart 'so constricted 
and confined that he could not receive a pro per cuan ti ty of blood 
to pass on.' But he noted that mo0t of the cases v;ere incommnnded 
8 little or not at all even chortly before death." 
'•7i th thi~ idea of the uncertainty of makiYJ.g the correct diag-
nodis -;;h ich .:w' rei tE:ra ted by Corvisart in 1806, 1 7 and Laenner in 
1819,10 the attention of the medical profession in general was 
distracted from the pos::ible im1Jortance of chronic constrictive 
pericarditis. 
The idea of operating on the heart for relief certAinly didn't 
enter many heads during this period. It is true that Senac 14 about 
1749 advised incision and drainage for pericardi tis de;:cribing a 
method. However, the heart was held to be sacred and not to be 
touched. This attitude vms as heri tar;e from the past. Hippocrates, 
12 
Aristotle, Pliny, Fallopius, and other im_:)o.dng names gave teeth 
to the tra6ition by stating that all wounds of th2 heart were neces-
sarily fatal, and that if the heart ,-;ere ·.;ounc:ec: it ',J)UJ_6 LE Ve.:;_· 
hf,J, ::',c..._;__:1'- ":,1:) '_;:.:c in motion and of an inflam:natory heat. 1114 
Ov,-ing to the tradition ~ind the ciif f icul ty of mc-Jdng a correct 
diagnosis only tv;o attemr;tc: ':;ere macie to deal v;i th t.he pcricardial 
cavity. In 1798 Desa·-.il t incised Bnd dr&irn:d an incisted pleuri:::y. 
In 1819 Romero i;crformc;d the firc:t succec:::::ful pericardiotomy. In 
operations on three ca es of pccricardi tis with effu.sion, two of the 
patient::: recovered. A puncture of a distended pericardium was m&de 
by Jowett in 1827. No other cases except an attempt by Schick to 
tap the pericarl'iial cavity are rscor6ed U..'1til 1841 wnen D 0 reat 
nu.'!lber of ::11cce2sful cases -.ms reported by Karanoeff following an 
outbreak of scurvy in Cronstadt Russia. 
18 
In the year 1842 Chevers from Guy's Hospitui iives us our 
first clear statement and understanding of constlciction of the heart. 
He says, 
11 The principal cause of dangerou:= 2ymptoms appears to arise 
from the occurrence of gradual contraction in the layer of adhesive 
me.tter which has been deposited around the heart, compres0ing 
its muscular tissue, and embarrasing its systolic and dia.:tolic 
moveonent.: but more partic:.i.larly the latter. Under these circwn-
stances, the circ'J.lation seems, &fter a time, in greL~t meo;:;urt: to 
ada1::t i.ti::elf to the encumbered condition of the heart. The ven-
tricles, having beco;ne dimini2hed in capacity, Il'ake J.P for this 
loss by the rapidity of their contraction (hence the uncll and 
rapid :"ulse, :r.oticed in the above case); while the main hrteriec 
if not alrea6y dL,eased, adapt them:celvE::' to the dimensions of the 
cavi tics from whic.h they a.rise. Ano thus t!Je blood pa:3ses ommrd 
for a time, with tolerable freedom; but the riatients become in-
capable of continued mu;:cular exertion, and are E.lw&yc.' 1 Lable to 
suffer i'roT1 (1·::i:i:::y and other serous eff:i,3ions .1:--;on the occurrence 
of very 0:light ·-)ulmonary ob,3trictions. In the case whL·h I have 
quoted, the serous effision:s v;hich bave rise tci the most prominent 
sympto:il:: of 6L~ea,·3e e:vidently arose from the cavi tie::: of the he:art 
being no longer capable of transmit ting tile olood v:i th ordinary 
freedo-rn. The heart had, Cloubtless, for a long time contin:ied to 
become more cr:.c:i mo1·e comr)resser', 1:eakenec1 en~ embarn:::::s.€~d by the 
grcirhrJ. con tr:: ction of the E"~venti tio:.is '- truc+,'..!rc :.hich ·,urrounded 
it; di:~tcn ti on of the great vs in:= ~,nd abdomim1l vif;cer& hact nece::-
::sarily followed; and the re.:ulting ::ma brca end f,sciteo mT~t have 
addeci ':till more to the ob;~trJ.ction with v ..hich the alrer:-u:iy ;:iov:er-
less heart oe.n to contcn,c:. Ths :)e.tient died fro'.11 the effu:::ion of 
~:eru:n icito the mE:r:11llt.ry ,,,ub:.:ter.ce of the brair.. ( th1::t ori:,::n, i:t:.vir:g 
been ren(ere6 u~cc~tible by ~revious ~i=ea=e). In the other case 
it cioc;~ n'Jt cpper.r that the zh&ckli:1g of tbE hu~:i·t had ~.)ne or: to 
a de~ree :ufficient to produce any erious re~ult." 
Ilr. Hope}~ ho 1::eve.c, the E.'..lthority of tJ1::;t time hcd ooservEd 
that he had never exa:nined, efter 0.eath, "c ca;::.e oi com;.Jlete aC.he2ion 
of the :Jerictjroium ri th.:)ut finciing enlrirge:~ent of the heEirt, gener-
ally hypertrophy with oil&tstion, 11 but added that the cdhedons may 
not for a time produce mucn inconvenience. It was his opinion that 
in such ca:~e.::, \•.here the adhesionc; are clo.~e @10 universal, the in-
cessant struggle over di::;tention of the heart, together v:i th in-
flarn111atory action, tend.:: invariE.bly to cauc:s enl1:;rgement of t.i:1e org1m. 
Dr. Chevcrs, however, ::ays, 
"With cieference to thi::3 high B'J.thori ty, I mu.st ven tiJre to sug-
gest that the above remarks can be applied only to one class of cases 
of this de2cri~1ticn --- to tho e in vd·1ich, 2J.peradded to the ad-
he::;ion of the pericardium, there is also di:::es.:·e: of the valvular 
pas.c.:a[_e:, of the hesrt: the.'.e ca:::es are certainly the most freo.,.ient; 
but I think that & ;nfficient w1mber of contrc.ry in.;tu.nces have 
occurred, under my n.Jtice, to prove, th&t where the valve::: &re 
heal thy, complete and close adhe.:oion of the: peric::,rdial ::urfe.ce;.J, 
fe.r frorn prorhcing hypertrophy anc1 dilatation, h&, & tendency to 
be followed by g:_neral dimin1.ition in the size of the heart and its 
ve;3sel.=-, and contraction of it2 (;avities •••• 
"I believe I may confic''ently state, chiefly from my 01~n ob-
servation::i, e.nd aloo from a carE:ful s1..lrvey of the Museum Records, 
that C:"J.rin;::: t.he 11:·st seven ye&L:, no case of decided hypertrophy 
vii th ciilPtion of the heart, occurring in co:nbination with long 
standing obliteration of the pericarc"ial cavity ha.c; been inspected 
at Guy's hospital, in which there v.:r. s not also present either morbid 
nbrrowing of the aortic or mitral orifice, or some evident ob-
struction to the ~:mlmom"ry or systsmic arter·iE,::, cau::.:e: fully suf-
ficient in thLJ•; f J.VE:s to prod'J.ce enl<:crgement of the heart cavi tie2 
in each case, :iite independently of the acthcrent steite of the 
pericardium." 
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Al thou~h Chevcrs 'i.rote in the greet days of Bri€;ht ancl Ad-
dL:o:::m hie: observation:.; e;:car·ed unnoticed. 
Cert1:inly the pathology of an e1ca:::ed hec.rt -- in particular 
a calcified ons '."IC.;: not :.mknovm to thr:, Ame:cic211 m,tion in thL:; 
perior1. In 4:.hr yE:.&r 1851 N. H2•v;thorne publL'.hed Ethan Brand. 
He'ui tt 20 ha.':' called our <:1ttentio11 to thL:: .0:tory which containc; a 
vivid description of the de11th 0£' the main charc.cter who haci. a 
'heart of stone'. 
Ethan Brand is related to have cormni tted suicide by plunging 
into the b'..lrning kiln which in former days he had tended. Haw-
thorne concludes the .::tory as follmrn, 
"With his long pole in his hand he (Bartiam) ascended to the 
top of the kiln. After a moments pause he called to his son. "Come 
up hcr0, Joe!,' he sain. bo little Joe ran up the hillock and stood 
by his father's side. The marble was all burnt into perfect snow-
white llr::ie. But on its surf.see, in the midst of the circle, snow-
whi te, too, and thoroughly converted in to lime, lay a human ;:,keleton, 
in the attit1de of a person, who, after a long toil, liE..s down to 
long repo::e. Within the ribs, strange to say was the shape of a human 
heart. 
"Was the fellow's heart made of marble?" cried Bartiam, in some 
perplexity at this phenomenon. 
"At any rate, it is bJ.rnt into what looks like :e::pecial ;ood 
lime; and taking all the bone:; together, II!J! kiln iE half a bushel 
the richer for him." 
"So saying the rude lime-burner lifted his pole, and letting 
it fall upon the skeleton the relic::' of Ethan Brand were crumbled 
in to fragrnen ts. 11 
In 18E5 Stokes, 21 writing of adhennt pericardium says, 
"Without cienying that a general adhedon may induce hypertrophy 
and dilatation, experience leads me to cioubt that such an effect 
necessarily or even commonly follows the conG.ition indic&ted. I 
have often found the hsart in a perfectly natt1rsl condition, with 
the exception, of an obliterated pericarc:ium. It was neither hy-
pertrophied nor atrophied, and the patient hRd exhibited no symptoms 
of heart oisecEE for many years before death. In one case seven 
years had elapsed between the death of the patient from hepetic 
disease, end the attack of pericarditis which obliterated the sac ••• 
It is in those cases of pericarditis which we have before in-
dicated, and where valvular disea::e is either co-exista.Ylt v:i th or 
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or subse:::"urnt to the firc3t infhmmation of the sac, that hypertrophy 
and dila ta ti on appFca.r "°'2 re'.1lote con '.ie':·J.ence s of :_-Jericardi ti:=:: ••• 
It has been sto.tcd to me by Profe::sor Smith that he has found 
general adhe:~ion.'; of the pericc:~rdi:.un coincidir:g with atrophy or with 
hype1°trc)i;y of the hec.rt in a nearly e _u&l fre,_·.1cncy. 
In one, Ei::: in &.dhE;::ion, the norm&l condition of the m..:1.sele L3 
interfered with, and so that c:on+,ra:·tion <3iminL:iwd; whi1e in the 
otl1er the muscle (mi tra1 C:i2ec;se) being free to act, increa:~e~ in 
por1er. 
On the whol12 we ma.y conclude: 
1. That obliteration of the pericai:·dium does not nece~;.:;arily 
endure any manifest changes in the condition of the heart. 
2. That, v.hen alter&.tion of the musculc.r condition of the 
he<-1rt is fo.md in connection vd th thL obli terfation, it is not 
necess.: rily a. .state of hypertrophy, bu.t L: often one of an opposite 
natl.ire. 
3. That the ca0e.:: of valvi.ileir obstruction and of adhedon of 
th€ pericardium are not parallel, in as much as that in one case 
the heart is free to act v:hile in the othE:r its motions are pre-
vented or interfer8d with. 
4. That obliteration of other :eroas membranes is more often 
followed by atrophy than by hypertrophy of the ::c.ibjacent orgsns." 
~ . 
In 1371 Wilks, 
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a..>J.other Guy's Hosriital man calls our attention 
to Chever's article and after presenting 6 cases, one a boy of 9 
years, who had Scarlatina 3 year' prior to his illness, he writes, 
"It may be that the position of the adhesions may cau::.0e a 
differFnce in this res9ect, 1rnd thus the result vary according as 
one portion or &nother is bo;md tight. As a rule, tne greatest 
thickening is in fro:'lt, so as to affect the right &.uricle and ventricle. 
I v:oulc especially draw attention not only to the fact that the 
chronic inflammatory process very often involves the vessels en-
tering the heart within the peric:o.1·dium, but that when the latter 
'is adherent the thickening and ir.duratirn proceeds, as would a e;rowth, 
to involve the cellular tissue in the irediastium, and even creeping 
upwards, to surround the veins in the neck. I have thus seen, in 
tvm or three cases, a tough areolar tiss~.ie surrounding the vena 
cavae and brachio-cephalic veins in connection with an old peri-
carditis •••• 11 
But even at the present day the c .. uestion is :::till asked, are 
pcricardial adhesions of any im;;iortunce or not? The an.swer probably 
is, that loose cellular er3he;::;ions have no apprE·ciable influence on 
the action of the heart, but that the thickened pericardium of a 
cartilaE;;lnous consi.stency investint, the heart c:lo~ely, ari: 0 .i.ng from 
an infle_mmat.ion at an early period of childhood, co es lead to ob-
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struction of circulation, ena then to dropsy, after the ordin3ry 
manner of heart , 'isease. 
Alont,; :d th the:ce two Engli:::hmen, two Germrns, GreL inger and 
K:.issrna'c.11, 1873, called to the attention of the medical worlC., the 
syndrome of chronic constrictive pericarditis. Kussmaul, under the 
t . tl 1· '' 1 1 . ( 11 ) . d • t. '' 
16 . th G • • ' i e o · ::;cffvvie ige ca ous per:icar _1 ls vn riesinger s 
observc.ti.o:n,:. in mind made ante mortem the correct diD.[:;nosis in two 
cases with this ,syndrocne. 
However, despite the observations little attention was paid 
to chronic constrictive pericarditis until after Pick's contribution 
in 1896. Incidental papers v•ere v1ritten by Concato on polyserositis 
in 1881, by Hitinel on "cardiEc and tuberculou::: cirrhosis of the 
liver,"in childhood and by Harris in indurative mediastino peri-
carditis in 1895.10 
Broadbent 11 in 1895 published a monograph on adherent peri-
cardium. From his definition of his title it is possible he might 
have had chronic constrictive pericarditis in mind -- but all ex-
cept one of the cases which appears to be chronic constrictive peri-
carditis the others are cases of adherent pericardium. 
From the standpoint of ;'Curgery in treatment of chronic con-
strictive pericardi tis matter::~ were even more at a standstill. In 
1870 Billroth 14 characterized the operation of tapping the peri-
cardlu1ll "a.s a ,surE:;ical frivolity &nd a pro2ti tution of surgical 
skill." And again in 1883 de<;:lared that no surgeon who wished to 
preserve the respect of his colleague.: could ever attempt the s'lture 
Of. J f th ' t 14 a wouna o e near • This was the way matters stood when Pick 
in 1896 ;:;ubmitted his paper entitled 11 concernin5 chronic pericarditis 
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r-:mning its cour;::e under the glli~·e of cirrho.o::is of the liver 
(pericarditic poeudo cirrhosis of the liver) with observationE on 
the frosted liver. ( Curschman) • n 
In this same oeriod i'!eill in 1895 subge::tul that relief might 
be brought to thc;e pe.tienk so:ne day by pericardial resection. 
2"' Churchill e:,c"uotes him as saying "After the adhs:.0ion:: have 
reached a fibrous stage, they act independently of their original 
cause, and ;;Kdical therapy i.s illu;3ory. One ha~; never dreamed of 
attempting a clebridement in ~ouch a case, less perhaps from resig-
nation than from the uncertainty of the diagnosis. There ·ould 
be good cau.se to make an attempt of this kind, designed to liberate 
a part of the heart, the apex for example, and the anterior sur-
face •... It will some day come within the provinces of surgery to 
deliver the heart from the shell which strangle, it.n 
To the french Surgeon Delorome in 1898 i;;oes the palm of dis-
tinction for insisting that an operation might be d.one for chronic 
constrictive pericarditis in which the thickened pericardium is 
divided and stripped from the heart muscle. He stated in detail 
v;hat the operation :::hould be from observations of cadavers. He 
did not do the operation.25 His suggestions were not followed, 
however, until in 1913 v:hen .l:i.ehn and ...,auerbruch incepcndently did the 
. 24 22 operation. Rehn at this time compared the constricted heart 
to the con.striction of the hand by a tightly fitting glove. 
25 
It is of interest to close the 19th century with contributions 
from America. 
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In 1898 Cabot reported a case of Picks' DiseasE 
and collected 17 others from the literature. The case which Dr. 
Ce.bot pre::ented is of interest in that the boy v.ho was 18 years old, 
had cl.ia.rrhea 3 to 5 movements daily, despite efforts to check 
during the 8 weeks time that he was in the hospital. In the 18 
cases which Cabot collected he comes to the conclusion that "the 
absolute latency of the pericarditis is important but not on the 
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whole surprising." He watched a number of cases of pneumonii:. and 
was especially on the lookout for the ar:vent of pericardi tis and 
examined the ca.se::; each dc:y in vain "~let at autopsy the pericardi tis 
was found to h~:;ve crept in." Regarding the symptom::.: he ste;tes 
"That wealu1e.ss of the heart brou,:;ht on by its adhesions to the 
pericardium should produce hepatic .co tasb and &sci tes V'ii thout edema 
of the legs or anasarca is strange, but not at all without precedent 
in literature a.rid experience ••• The most acceptable expla~ation of 
this special localization of the passive conge3tion L1 the portal 
system is that the stasis in the liver gives rise to permanent tis-
sue change there, namely an increase of the stroma with contraction, 
over which the influence of rest and drugs has no effect. Other 
manifestDtionE:· of passive congestion can be removed by treatment, 
but in the liver they are self perpetuating and grow in a vicious 
circle. 11 
In diagnosing the syndrome, he was of the opinion that any 
unexplained enlargement of the liver with portal congestion and 
ascites should be considered with regard to the possibility as being 
due to acJ.hesive pericardit.is and goes on to state, "As most cases 
of chronic pericardi tis are tubercular in origin, the :)resence of 
tuberculosis elsewhere in the body in connection with unexplained 
:;ortal stasis should make us think of the pericardium as a possible 
cause for the stasis. 11 
In 1901 in a discussion on adherent 9ericardiwn Dr. Carl Beck27 
raises the question for the first time in America24 of the possi-
bility of a surgical cure. He said, 
"I should like to ask Dr. Babcock as to the advisability, in 
cases of adherent pericarditis of approaching the adhesions 1Jliith the 
surgeon's knife. Vie are no longer afraid of the pericardium. I 
had great ~·lecs!.lre in seeing e boy, a few months ago, recover after 
opening and draining the pericardial cavity. Just as 25 yea.rs ago 
we were afraid to open the pericardial cavity, :::o now do 1ve seem 
afraid to open the pericardial cavity, and it may be, the work of 
the s~geon in the treatment of peric2.rdial effusion.::: and tJ1eir 
consi::c1 J.Gnces will be so:newhat similar to what it has been in 
pleuritis. 11 
Turk, in 1901 wrote a paper on the differrntial diagno:~is of 
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pericardial concretion. His conclusions were 
1. Along with internal adhesion3 there may or may not be any 
important external adhesion:::: with signs thereof such as systolic 
retraction of the chest wall. 
2. Thc.t poly.serosi tis or peri-visceri tis may antedate ad-
hesive pericarditis. 
3. Differentiation from TB peritonitis and from tricuspid and 
mitral vdve disease is more difficult than from true cirrhosis, 
in contradistinction to Pick's point of view. He noted that the 
peritoneum may or may not be involved in the:~e cases. 
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In 1902 the Brauer operation wa::: introduced as a singular pro-
cedure for relief of chronic constrictive pericarditis. Generally 
good results were reported but at present it is regarded as just a 
method of approach to the heart for decortication. 
In 1912 Dr. Summers ~9 performed the first operation of the 
Brauer type done in America. 24 He believed, however, that the process 
of respiration profited much more by the operation than the heart 
action. 
Our next step in the history of chronic constrictive peri-
cardi tis is Neils Finsen's 30 account of the disease. He, himself, 
had the disease and treated it medically with low fluid intake and 
lov! salt intake for 21 years. Finsen, who won the Nobel fi'ize in 
1903 gives an interesting account of the symptoms as he observed 
them. 
Follwoing Rehn and Sauerbruch, Schmeiden in 1918, from a sur-
gical standpoint and Volhard in 1923, from a clinical standpoint 
contributed important and classical papers regarding constrictive 
pericarditis. 
20 
After interest was aroused in chronic constrictive pericarditis 
a diagnostic aid by means of the X-ray develo1Jed. The possibility 
of discovering peric.s.rdiel calcification roentgenologically was sug-
gested. by Diemer in 1899, and by Simmonds and by Lydten in 1907. It 
remained for 2,chwarz of Vienna to realize this possibility in 1910, 
when he reported a case in which fluoroscopy of the thorax revealed 
. 31 
within the heart outline. 
32 In 1924 Scholz presents the first case diagnosed by X-ray and 
confirmed by autopsy. 
The contributions since 1920 have le,rgely been the work of 




There hos appem·er:L in the 44 years since Pick' s rep::irt a..r1 exten-
sive literature 0::1 -':,~1e s:J_bject and '.me of t~1c chief probl8:!10 disc·1ssed 
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h~J:. bce:·1 the e liology of the com'ii tion. 
The etiology of Pick' s DL::2a.~e L3 not knov.n. It is certain that 
there is no\., j:.ist one factor and it is ge~1ers1l;r agreed th:::1t rhet1mc.tic 
fever is not L1e b.sses for the thick call:::iu:.> .sc11,r of chr·)nic ccmstrictive 
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pericard.i.tis. 
Vie do not, have much proof to bear out thi::: st2,tc'nc:1t except 
that the best :nen who have diagno::>ed the condi ~ion and have followed 
up by O?C"',tions and autopsies have not found it to be so. The only 
research done along this line has been the study of lOJO children at 
the Ho~1sc ')f Good Samari ta"l in Boston wh'.) had Rheci.ma tic fever and were 
foll0v1ed for 10 years. There wa3 not one insta,1ce of chronic constric-
tive peri.caroitis even though the heart was seriously involved and even 
thou.gh acute pericardi tis had been n'.)teci in many cases during their 
acu.te rheumatic infection. 
There are 'Ilany :nen, however, v1ho no not agree wl th this statement 
that rheumatic fever does not case Picks' Disease. The c;ue:~ti.Jn is 
certainly c0'Ytrover.sial when one considers that rheumatic fever is 
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the c:iief c:::.-.l;::;e '.)f adhesive pericardi tis. Rothstein regards rheu-
matism as the etiologic factor in chronic "dhesive pericarditis and 
Picks' Disease. He regards Picks' Disease as merely one of the 
resultant symptom complexes which may result from any acute pericardial 
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infla·nmat::iry processes. Howard states that "chror.ic or indur-1tive 
medb.s tinitis usually fol lows rheumatic pericsrditis, -but may al:3o 
develop su.bsequently to fibrinous pleurisy, '.H' in associl1tion with 
so_ne other 0f t:1c: ac:ite conditions Qf' the chest. 
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The biggest Jiffic1.il ty in ascribini:; etioloc:;-ic factors of this 
syndrome L:: that our 1inder ~0 t;:mdine:; of the pa th:)logy of the condl ti cm 
L; incomplete. Tice40 infoi~ms us that Picks 1 Disea:::e ms.y occur 
eL tiler 3.S a primary clinical entity or .sec:)ndary to some other dis-
ease. He does not bel ievc that the clinical symptoms and si~;:r1s are 
due to the obliterated sac a.lone b'..lt result fro:n the as:ociating 
pathology, "the sy;nptom complex of which is sufficient to .;ive it 
S?eclal C•Jn.:L'ccnqtL::m and by which an adherent peric~trdimn is re-
coi:;nized. He believes that every type of infection or disease 
capable or producing an inflammatory involvement of the peric2,rdium 
must be considered as an etiologic factor. Tice divides adherent 
pericardium into 1. the silent group, 2. those presentin; symptoms 
of chronic heart dbe~-1.se, and 3. those with Pick's syndrome. He 
feels that the usual :nan.ifestations of adhesive riericar(Ji tis are 
those of a chronie heart di3ease not due primarily to the adhesions 
but to ths a::>0 oicated cardiac patholot;y. 
Lyter44 in a discussion along similar lines states that from 
the standpoint of etiology pericaruial adhesions fall into 3 classe.3. 
1. The ti.iberculous, 
2. Thoc:e resultin~ from an attack of acute :x:riearditis or 
more probably pancardi tis .3econdary to or COfil;.jlicating some acute 
infectious disease as rheu.11&tic fever, tonsillitis, lobc:,r ~neu­
monia, tJ ~Jhoid etc. 
3. CasE:s which give no history of previou::; acute infections 
of any kind •••• The adhesions in this class are probably the result 
of long and continued injury to the _?ETic11.rdium from chronic in-
fections or some unknown intoxication. In thin clans we .see most 
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typically the assorted chr0nic changes in the liver and kidney 
· ( 1dvancc;d Picks 1 Disea2e-) 
Lyter thinks that t!le pericardial,hepatic anci peritoneal find-
ings in Pick: 1 Disea2e are r"ii te probably not inde;_;endcnt and dis-
tinct, ou.t the result of a common etiology a.s chronic infection or 
intoxication. 
T 1berculo.3is appe::r:; a:3 an out.::tanciing etioloGic factor in 
many of t':le case:> diagno:3ed as Picks' Disea3e. Churchill 35presents 
the pre::c?nt state of o:ir knowledge regardLng thi::~ factor .·:ell ~men , 
he says 
"The probability that many of the c::..ses of chronic constrictive 
pericardi tis represent healed st1:1.1:;es of a perict<.rdi tis due =Jrimarily 
to tuberc:J.lo::is is an importa.'1.t question still to be 3ettled. Exam-
ination of the scar tiss:.ic removed at op::ration imiver.3ally fails 
to e·~tablish a diagnosis of tuberculosis. On the othc;r hand the 
frequency wi tl1 which calcium deposits are found, and the unusual 
density of the scar tend to link the ;iathology with the t•ibercle 
bacillus. 
The only reliable finding that distinguishes the active phase 
of tuberculous pericarditis from constri~tive pericarditis due to 
a healed scar i.s the demonstration of the t~J.bercle bacillus in fluid 
as;:iirated from the pericardium. 
The sudden a1;pearance of the syndrome in a patient with lr..nown 
active TB elseNhere io presumptive evidence. 
Fever, increasing severe t.':L119onade, bloody pericardial fluid, 
ra9id sedimentation rate and other 3igns of active infection are 
suggestive, but are occasionally met witll in patients not showing 
pericardial tuberculosis. In case.s of reasonable doubt, it is best 
to make a limited exrloration under local anesthesia. Active in-
fection cnn US'J.ally be recoe;nized by the presence of tubercles on 
the inner surface of the parietal pericardiu""'• 
Blalock36 found the tubercle bacillus to be the etiolosic 
agent in most of the 22 cases he has seen. In discussing the 
etiology he states that infections of the tubercle bacillus and 
stai;hlococcus aureus 11 are partLcularly apt to resu.l t in chronic 
constrictive pericardi tis, with co!llpres:~ion of the heart. In fact 
all pyogenic infections of the cavity which are not drained are apt 
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to result in this condition. Fo11owin3 drainage of the pericardium 
for a pyogenic infection, chronic peric~rditis has resulted once in 
the experience of my co-wor<crs and me and twide in that of 
" 41. ' . . ~,. , ' '). 
~~rague in u1scuss1ng 11cKs i iseasc . + . ti 1 (, lS Q 
condit·ion tbJt is ~~suaJ ly ;iro~;reosive fr(Y•i t'ne :.i,ne <)f the ori;::;in::,l 
sta;e or i:'1 healin;~ :~ru.:L.:J.lly t}-;ic\ens :J.S it enfolris t'-1e '·•ec:<.rt in 
its inol~stic Jrip. Its etiolo;y is unknown, but in our experience 
it would '3.piiear to arise; fro:1 a tu~)erc~1loc.:,s infection or fro·- the 
azent rssponsible for respiratory infections, s~ch as influenza and 
pne:1:nonia. Rarely it follows septic pericarditis." 
H.eed, 45'/Jenckeback, 46Burwell, 4 7:i.ol leston, 481constam and ''food, 38 
Tannebat1m5
6, consider tuberculosis as a conrnon etio~oc;ic factor in 
Picks' lilisease. 
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Ramsey 1 suggests an avian tubercle bacillus as the 
cause. 
Riesman,5°however, believes that tuberct.<lous pericarditis is 
quite rare. 
Eaclachlan51presents an unusu:i.l view regarding tuberculosis as 
an etiologic agent when he says, 
"It see":;:3 rather stran0e that calcification, a cardinal sien of 
healed tuherc~losis, when it occurs in the pericardium very rarely 
~cans this disease. 
'.::artainly it is r>J.y impression that the tuberc,:.lous forn of peri-
carditis w\ich produces a rocoznizablo clinical entity ~s a disease 
with a hi::; 1: mortality. 
':'he pericardium, sitc,.ated as it is in. proximity to t:-~e co:,::ton site 
of primary foci of tuberc,;.losis in the thors.x, does not present evi-
oences of this disea;S(3 as often as one would expect. ?he fin.Ji'1:; of a 
typical tll-ierc:.ilous lesion in the pericardiu~n 3.t autopBy is not rare, 
but, on t1,_e other hand, it is "by nc ::-:ear:;:i C'.):nr~on: ,-;hile the der.1onstra-
tion of a recoznizable clinical tuberculosis of this sac, is, to say 
the least, infroT:.J.ent. Oy1 the other hand, there i:::; little dcubt that 
~any of the clinical types of the disenae are not tliugnosed, and from 
the pathological aspect there is u considerable group of old healed 
fibrous lesions found ut autopsy which ~re at times not unlikely tuber-
c,1lous, but as to their exact nature it is a most diffic'1lt matter on 
which to speak postively." 
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2 Mi tche 11 ° bel i1:=:ve2 t!'lat t'.iberculous peric: :·r:ii tis muy appe~::r ::ct 
any 8.t:,e, s.l th01.ic;h it occ1.ir:co more often in chilQrlm anc y')unt; adul ta. 
He SD./S t>u:::.+ it may com 0licate active TB el:3ewhere in tne body (in-
cluclin5 miliary) or may be the only manifestation of early dis'?a.se. 
He believes t:in t it L3 seldom seen in chronic pulmonary tuberculosis 
but i;:; ~lore ?._)t to appear in tuberculosis of the lymphatic sy:3tem 
or the .serous ;nembranes. The disease, he feels, tenas definitely 
to progress to a chronic, fibrous state in 1'lhich thickening of the 
e11icardimn and 9ericA.rciium !:l...'lcJ the develo)ment of adhesion.:: become 
conspicio.is features. The::;e ac!he,3ions, he feels, tend to contract 
and thus to limit the action of the heart and obstruct, in varying 
degree, the flow of blood into thi.3 organ. Referring directly to 
Pick's syndrome he says, 
"It is interesting to speculate upon the etiology of Picks' 
Disease, or at least upon the ;_:mlysero:;;i tic a'spccts of the syndrome. 
Does efL10ion appear in the pleural and peri tonenl sac.:: of people 
afflicted ·::i th Picks ;3olely or chiefly as the resal t of a fe.iling 
circulation produced by pre-existing adh,'--:;ive pedcardi tis. or does 
the effusion repre 'ent re:3~)onse to specific local disease? We have 
seen a case of pulmonary TB com~'licated b:; what was believed to be 
TB peritonitis, the abdominal fluid being plus for TB bacilli; in 
which a perfectly clear peritoneal surface was found at autopsy 
several years later." 
McLester53believes that tubercu.lo:::ds is of import511ce because 
the sclerotic process which accompe.nies it tends to inv·'.Jlve the 
lower and ,'.Jostsrior half of the mediastinum. 
Barnes and Harrington 39in a discussion of the etiology 2tate that 
"Repeated attcwks of pneumonia with pleuri tic complications ap-
pear fairly frec.uently in the historie:o of the,3e patient.3 and one 
can readily believe that pericardial infection had its ince~)tion in 
one of these attacks. At present one must assume that the organism 
which inV"l':Ies the pericardi1.1ID is of low virulence and that the 
patient can live without subjective awareness that the process is 
under way until the mechanical effects of inflow stasis produce 
clinical symptoms and findings." 
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Wells54 also believes that a large number of these c~>.,:es are 
due to pnsn:::Dcoccus infections. 
1He mudt not forget that anything which cau.:::es ~·cute oeri-
cardi tis .au:' 'y:; rss:ion2.ible for the chronic for.11 and so Picks' 
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Disea:::e. Gonnorhca, :)neumoniA., sE pticemia, erysipela:::, 
pe.rio:;titi:'3, 9.n<::l o;::.teomyelitis, ;:0carlet fever, typhoid, B. coli, 
;n2aslc.::;, 3'.'.lall pox, mumps a,_'1d v:hooping cough, diphtheria, cerebro 
spinal fever, actinomycosis, scurvy and syf>hili::; may all cau;;e 
acute pericarditis and so must be considered as etiological factors 
Of P . k ' D' 57 60 B h61 t th t th th ic s isease. ranc s ates a e reason e cause 
of chronic constrictive peric:i.rdi tis is so frec~uently unknown is 
becau~e the ucite condition escaped notice at the time. 
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Howard ~informs us that the chronic form of peric~rditis may 
follow"even an acute general infection, as scarlet fever, or 
mea3les, without the history of any recognized pericar·di tis or 
pleurisy. Occasionally it is chronic from the ouk:et, secondary 
to a t:.iberculo:is focus of the media 0;tinal glands or of the ad-
jacent lings. TB is certainly a more frequent etiolo.:;ical factor 
than has been generally recognized. Syphili3, too, ha;:, played 
an undoubted role in e.. small proportion of the cases." 
Infection of the pericardium may occur: 
1. Through the blood stream. 
2. Throllbh the lymph vessels. 
3. Direct infection by trauma. 
4. By exten;~ion v;hich may be from 







Stone 0 -- ;:;tates that the pericardium lies in intimate contact 
y;ith the structures of the :nediA.stinum &"ld involve::ient of the>Jf:; 
.stru.cture:J occurs not infrequently during the cour;:e of infections 
SlJ.Ch as pneumonia with empye;na, rhewuatic fever, sce.rlet fever, 
pyemia, md t'..lberculou3 pleurisy with effusion. 
63 Lenker thinks that Scarlet fever mit,ht be the cause of Picks' 
Disease. Sprague33believes that the inflammatory polyserositis which 
occurred in some patient~ during the influenza epidemic of 1918-1919 
may pos.'3ibly have been responsible for the latter development of 
con.3tricting pericarditis in a few of our ca.ses. 
White, in a discussion of 15 cases of Picks' Disease which he 
presented found 
a. Tuberc'.llosis to be the cause in 2 cases, -;uestionable in 
2 others. 
b. Pneumonia with polyserosi tis (incLidine; pleuri tis and 
pericarditis in 2. 
c. Sepsis in one case. 
d. Ri.~eumatism in none. 
e. Uncertain or unknown in 10 althouc;h in 5 howver there was 




in a consideration of three cases of chronic 
con5trlctive pericarditis were of the opinion that tuberculosis was 
the possible cause in two cases. Piersol, Griffith et au65believe 
Pick' s syndrome to be caused in so:-::: cases by a low grade streptococcus 
of unknovm origin. Borchart66advises that a search be made pre and 
post operatively for foci of infection es~Jecially tondls and teeth. 
Fenton
67
believes the condition to be the result of a. chronic 
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degenerative factor, ;iossibly dependent upon the pre.'oence of some 
toxic material, but, s.t the same time, is not e;:3pecially associated 
with other v;ell reco;.:;nized degenerations of the renal or circulator; 
systems. 
"I" 11 " b 8 t f' P . k ' D . h . h 1 • • ni ~QB pre~en s a case o ic s 1sease w ic ae consiaers 
0carlet fever a;3 being the cause. 
It would seem from a review of the li terat·clre thr.ct most any 
thing which caases an acute pericarditis may be responsible for 
Picks' Disease. Tuberculosis and pneumonia c-.~Jpear to be responsible 
for the majority of the cases where the etiology is knowD. The 
reason that rheumatic infections do not result in a constrictive 
pericarditis is that there is not the long continued insult such 




Spra~ue41thinks that the din3nosis in ti,is condition is not ~ade 
because "there still exists in the minds of many physicians the be-
lief that the diagnosis of chronic constrictive pericarditis is ~1-
r~ost i:;1possible anri that t};ere is little to be gained fro'.n it except 
a sense of diaznostic satisfaction on the 1nrt of the doctor." 
h'' Sr.-'.itn and ·;Jillius ·/state that trie didatic over e;nphasis on so-
cu.lled characteristic si;ns '.:as gone fctr towccrd frustratir,;_:; correct 
diagnosis, for in reality SJc1, sisns exist in relatively few cases, 
himself. 
~hite7°states that in 80~ of the cases, the diagnosis of adher-
ent pericardium can not be rr1ade and that in these cases the adhesions 
are of no siGnificance. However, in the case of the 20f of important 
pericardial adhesions he is of the opinion that a diagnosis sl::.ould 
be made and in addition the differential diagnosis between the con-
strictive type and the other should also alw'..cys be ::;.ttempted. 
I.:usser and Herrmann17analyzed cases of pericarditis in the 
Charity Hospital in ~ew Orleans over a period of 5 years. They found 
that constrictive pericarditis is self'om reco :nizeti clinically. 
To quote: 
"Inflammation of the pericardium, be it acute or a chronic pro-
cess, represents one of the pathologic lesions of the body which the 
clinician rarely dia;?;noses and which is discovered only at autopsy. 
The explanation of this observation lies not so muc~ in the ~unt of 
clinical data that may have a bearin3 on the diagnosis, but rather 
on the failure of the physician to make use of all the available facts 
disclosed by complete and thorough exa~ination of the patient. The 
so-called pathognomic siGns are looked for, and, if not observed, the 
case is dismissed as one witho~t pericardial involvement. Conclusive 
sicns are rare." 
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41. Sprague in listing the diagno5tic criteria gives the following 
chief po in ts: 
1. Patient u01w.lly yO\IDf.'. child or young acbl t. 
2. Ascite5 and c,nla1'ged liver appearing insidi::>,1sly a.ce always 
present and usually out of proportion to the peripheral edema. 
in arms and legs is often over three timc3 normal. Moreover the 
venou,3 pressure remains con::otantly elevated, not fluctuatlng through 
periods of improvement or regression as it does in congestive heart 
failure. (The asci tes alone may increase the femoral venous pres-. 
sure considerably, md the pressure will be reduced somewhat by ab-
dominal paracentesis. 
4. Dyspnea ;nay be present to some degree on exertion but or-
thopnea is strikingly absent when there is no pleural fL1id. 
5. Cyanosis consistent with venou;' engorge:aent is prese:it 
and may be in tense. When co,::.bined v;i th lack of orthopnea and marked 
asci tes, the inconsistency of these signs at first 2ugge;:;ting con-
gestive failure is strikL1g. Only marked tricuspid stenosis and 
pulmonary heart disease ~imulate it. 
6. The heart size is normal in most cases. 
7. The heart is free fro;n murmurs except for infrec~uent 
apical systolic bruits. The rhythm is usually normal, but auricular 
fibrillation may occur. 
8. The blood pressure and PUlse pressure are low. 
9. Broadbent's sign i3 absent. 
10. Pleural effusions are common. 
11. X-ray pictures of the heart may shoVI' calcification of the 
pericardimn, limitation of cardiac pulsation or limitation of pul-
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sation of the right border, dilatati:m of the superior venae cavae, 
rlilata-':-ion of the a'.lricles, lJrominrnce of -:he left upper border 
and pleural thickening. Ho':'ever, the exami:'.latbn mE.y be es.sentis.lly 
negative. 
1:2. Electro-cardiography shov:s low vol ta.ge in the azial leads, 
or invc:r::i0n of the T waves in leads I and II of the Coronary type. 
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Burwell and Blalock in considering the diagnosis of Pick' s 
syndror:ie ll,'38 the term chronic constrictive pericarditi3 as ap,::lied 
to the condition. They believe 
"Pulmonary ede,na i.3 rare when pleural effu;sion Li frec1uently 
encountered. Unlike mo ;t condi tionc:: caused by heart fail'J.re, thee:·e 
signs remain unchanged for months or years. They point strongly to 
failure of the right side of the heart and are combined with a 
normal or only .slif;htly increased area of cardiac dullness, a fixed 
heart with diminL:·hed pulsation, distant heart sou.:.'1d and an ab::;ence 
of visible or palpable a;.JeX beat. Usually tachycardia is found and 
regular rhythm witho;it murmurs. The pul3e L:c paradoxical and the 
~')ulse .::iressure small. The combination of a marked degree of peri-
pheral congestion with a small quiet heart is most weighty in de-
ter:nining the condition." 
These men list diagnostic point,:; as tallows: 
1. The pressure in the veins 
a. The pre.:sure is high (from 150-390 mm Prater in systemic 
veins as compared 1d th normal of 50-100). 
b. This elevation is .i)ersi.stent. It may fluctuate but it 
does not ret;irn to normal and it may be hi;i;h for years. 
c. The pressJ.res in arm and leg are not notably different 
unless there is considerable ascites, an ob.servation wnich im}lies 
that the obstruction is in the heart and not in the cava. 
d. The pressure rises with exercise more than it does in a 
normal subject. 
e. The .Jressure ri.3e.s with intraveno;i:~ inf:.ision of saline 
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7. Edema, a sci tes, and ple 1J.ral effu;::ions, which are in the 
;nain the re:cul t of incre,1sed venous pressure. There is no evicience 
in the analysis of edema fluid, \'thich L: l!oor ln . •rotEin t'ir,t, t'-,r~ 
pres;3ure of the plcLsria lov:. 
8. Ei1ista..xis -- Several of the patientc had frecpent noc:ebleeds. 
II. Effects of diminished carciE.c oukut 1md of inability to in-
crease it to a norl'1al extent. 
1. Tach3rcardia, 11<.·hich is in some degree com9ensatory. 
2. Low blood pressure. 
Low pulse pressure &no small pulse. 
4. Paradoxical pulse, due partly to the effect of the re-
duced output per beat ( vrhich makes it more obvious) and 1Jartly, 
according to Katz and Gauchot directly to the ;3car in keeping from 
the heart the normal effects of changes in intra-thoracic pressure. 
5. Weakness we. cyanosis. When the out;:.ut is greatly reci:J.ced 
the patient may feel weak end even ez:hibi t cyanosis and coldness 
of the extremeties, all for an obvious reason. (i.E::., reduced flow 
th:cOJ.Lh the periphery. 
6. Lov.re~ed tolerEmce to exercise. Thir; i,s the mo2t important 
result of the dL:turbru1ce of outp"J.t. The limi tGtion to systolic 
output deririves the body of one of the methods of incree_sing the 
output of the heart per minute. There remains only the method of 
increasing the pulse rEt te. ThiE; method has rather narrow limits, 
especially since the pulse is elevated even at re.st. Thers:ore, 
even mild exercLe usually drives the body to an increased removal 
of oxygen from t~1e blooc~, 2nd patients who a.re comfortable at rest 
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m&y have .sevcrE dyspne<; 'i th .::lic;ht exertion. 
, . LL 
1Flntr:,, in F, summary of his fifteen Cf1:.oes of Picks' Li::.e& 0 e, 
found the follov1ing si~n;3 enc'. symptoms: 
l. The first sym~tons ~ere ~ys~nea in 4 cases, 
'7 ·- . r;.JnCE ~na &bdominal enlargement in 3 cases, 
4. edema of the feet anc abdominal enlart;emen t in 2 ca:=:es, 
5. edema of the feet and e.nkles in one case, 
6. edema of the face and abdominal enlar·gement in one case, and 
7. soreness in right upper cluadrant in one case. 
In EJ.l cases abdominal enlE:r~;ement v:a;:: present at some time 
during the illness; it n.rr• c: .:.o ......... the only uniform symptom, but swellint; 
of the feet end ayspnea at some time or the other occurred in mo2t 
of the cases. 
There was little pain or peJ.pi ta tion. Weaknes::: was occa·:ional. 
Some ~>atients sho1 :ed loss of ·peight in the upper ;Jart of t11e body. 
There was no fever except in ;2 cases with subacute tuberculous 
infections, and in several cases during interc'.lrrent acute in-
feet.ions. In several cases it v:a'" clear that the symptoms of acute 
pericn'<:lial involve.'Ilent passed over into those of chronic con.c:trictive 
pericDrditis. 
Two signs were con.si.ster:tly present in all cases: 
1. Enlargeuent of the liver -- non-tender ~nd non-;iuL.0 ating 
usually with much a sci tes. 
2. Engorgement of the jugular veins v,i th or vii thout Eovicent 
pulsation. Venous presEure ·::hen measureo u::;ially 7;as between 20-30 cm. 
Three times more than normal. 
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The reason for the pre,onderance of liver enlargement and ascites 
in the dropsy of the ,.:a,jority of casos of GhrorLLc constrictive ;ieri-
co.rditis is proha1;l:/ to '1e fourn1. ,nore in the ,::;reater o -,strJ.ction of 
t'.'10 flow i'1 t~!esc c:c'.3BS fror; t 010 he1Ju.tic veins at or near t'heir c :.t-
let, into the inferior vena C2.Vr:.e than of tLe f] ow in the vrrna cavc.1 
itself. Such obstruction ~ay be due to t~e pressure of locally con 
strictir:E Etrlhesions or of flu.id (as in acute peric2rdicd effusion), 
or to anatomical variations, in the venous relationship. 
It is to be noted in t~is connection that dependent or general-
ized edema antedated or over-shadowed the liver enlargement and as-
cites in a few of the cases. 
The size of the heart wus normal in 7 cases, slightly enlarged 
in 5, and ~oderately enlarged in 3. In at least some of the cases 
with apparent slight enlargenent, the thickness of the fibrosecl l;eri-
carcliu::1 its0lf cc1ulrl accoLmt for the ir1creased 'leufn,rements by X-ray 
or physical exa~ination. There were no murmurs in 12 cases; systolic 
murmurs sli~ht to moderate were heard at the apex in the other three. 
There were no diastolic murmurs. Heart rhythm WCJ.S norr1ml in 11 cases, 
except for some extrasysto1es in one; in the other 4 there was auri-
cular fibrillation. 
Blood pressure and pulse press~re were low in 11 and low nor-
mal in the other 4. 
In 7 cases a well marf:ed paradoxical or Griesinger Kussmaul 
pulse was noted. In 2 cases it was said not to be present; in the 
other 6 apparently was not looked for. 
Broadbent's sign was noted in no cases, nor was inspiratory col-
lapse of the neck veins. (That is a sign of external aahesions). 
There was effusion into the pleural cavities in the nature of 
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a tn.-J1;.;uc.s.te in 7 cases; generc;lly in the more ill cases, end in 
one other ca.se ther·e ';;2:.: a termim1l empyema. 
Edema of the leg:: vca:;; pr0sent in 10 ce.<Ces, markeo in 4. .hb-
dominal Emd thoracic wall;0 1:ere edematous in 7 i:athnts, E1nd the 
face swollen in 2. In :10 co::e wo.20 the spleen definitely felt. 
The he~:;.rt shadov: v1ac normal in size by X-ruy in 7 cases and 
slii;htly enlarged in the rest. The sht<cIX' variE:d from normc:.l to so-
callc:C: mi tn«l with promimmce of the left upper border, and in 3 
cases there was in6ic1:1tion of left auriciler enlargement (two of 
these had a1iricular fibrillation). The ::;ulsation varied from 
fairly free on both dces to little or none anywhere • 
.Lt was common to find free pulsation at carr.:":iac apex and left 
border vii th no pulsation at the right border which would extend a 
little too far to the right with a hazy outline. 
In moe>t cases there was an incre1:.se on suprac13r1:i::.c shadow, 
apparently due to ciilatation of the .;u_perior vena cavae nnd to medi-
astinal involvement or displacement. In 6 ca,ses there wa• condderable 
pleural thicksnirc. Pericarciial calcification when noted by X-r1:,y 
doe.~ not mean Picks 1 Disea~:e. It is a helpful confirmatory sign. 
The heo.rt was more or less anchored in 6 cas:es, -;;i th or without 
restricted movemEmts of the diaphragm on one :'Oide or the other. 
In all 14 ca.ses the EKG record wa;,; abnor·mal in tv10 rf.,spects. 
There o.D- lov; voltege in 5 or inversion or flattening of the T waves 
in Lead:.:; I or II or both lea.c•s in 10 cases. In one case both the::.:e 
anamolies were present. Inversion of the T waves 'Nas of the so-
called coronary type, like that also found in many cases of acute 
pericarcii tis. The EKG abnorr.wli ties may persist in whole or part 
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after 0peratbn -- even in Ci..lred ca~es. A complete return to normal 
appeared in only 0:1e case. The rea;3on for the occurr·C:;1ce of these 
EKG ab'lor.nlltie;:; is obscure. 
The he2.rt rate varied •,·,lliely. Nor-.:ial rhyth.'ll vn.;~ the rile b•it 
there was airiculnr flutt~r i~ 4 cases. 
The blooci a.;;; a rule showed sl Lj;ht anemia, ·.isually, but !lot 
always vri_ th ~- L)\'i .serim ~1r'.)tein. The uri•ie was nor·:w.l. The liv::r 
Lmctbn wa3 reduced. 
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Volhard, 1923, :iuoted by White stated t~v.it call)us thickening 
ancJ shrinkage of t~1e pericardiai .:>ac result in a typical disease 
picture i:l th effusion in ths abdomi~1al arid ;;;Qmetimes in the thoracic 
cavities. That these effusions at times possess an inflammatory 
character because of attacks of polyserosi tis can ;nak.e :nore difficult 
the expla..."lation of the disease pict11red, but cannot ::>bscure the 
predoninant influence of the callous pericardi tis itself. He said 
the condition was not recognized because reliance was placed on 
sever:il slgns not pathogonomic. More importa:1t to him .,a;;; the total 
picture of the disease with its evol;ition anu. inflow stasis. He 
wr::>te that the most importa.r1t and conclusive indication was the 
high grade venous stasis with small heart, overfilling of the neck 
veins, big liver, 9.nd "ascites praecox. 11 He pointed out that in 
this condition the cardiac difficulty is in the restriction of 
diasble :n contrast to the effect of the important external pericardial 
adhesions which increase the !leart load in systole. 
Two doctor& give their personal accomts of the symptoms of 
Picks' Disea3e, having suffered from the disease the;nselves~ 
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Whereas Pineo 1 s first symptoms were dizzy spells on exertion, slight 
• 
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Etl1 cl epig~stric tenderne:s, Finsen 1 s 
SJ r,ere pain in the 
epigestrium c.nd ri[ht hypochondrium upon welkin::; or jumping and 
fulJ.ness in the ab0omrn follor:ing meds. The latter symptom was 
not relieved by ciiete.ry regime or laxetives. Pineo next noted that 
his collc.r.2 V\'ere ti[.ht rc::u.l ting from ::wol1en veins in the neck. 
(Fro:::;ch 73e.iso reports thh; as e. symptom in some of his cases). 
Later, Pineo experienced swelling of the lower leg3 and impressions 
of his belt left on· hi:: abdomen. He received Dit,italis with no 
beneft. Pineo' s case wa;: re1Jorted on through to the cure. One and 
one half year;:, after the on;_;et a check-up showed the heart normal 
in size and shape, v;i th the risht border hazy and poorly defined 
with0t1t visible pulsation. The pulc:ation of the leit border was 
'feeble. A slight amount of fluid was found at the right lung 
btas6. He was then diagnosed as a case of constrictive pEricarditis. 
His pericardiwn was res cted affecting a cure. 
Barnes and Harrington 39believe that the condition is under-
stood reodily if one realizes that it results from an inflow ::otasis 
of gradually increa:::ing degree. Dyspnea is peculiar in that it is 
present on exercise but absent wheu the patient lies flat, and is 
by no means as pronounced e.s that observed in the presence of 
an eq1JEl degree of asci tes in cases of valvJ.l&.r cardiac dise11se. 
Dr. Blalock35studied 10 patients with Picks' 1isease and 
tabulated the incidence of the following symptoms in that group. 
Di::tended veins 100% 
Enlarged liver 100% 
Tachycardia 100% 
Fixation of heart 100% 
10 1:: pulse pressure 90% 
Increased venouco ~re0;:;ure 100%. 
(195-390 mm. w&ter) 








Ascites (often early) 80% 







HypeI"tendon 0 Systolic rstrections 0 
Auricalar fibrilhtions 0 Paroxysme-1 dyspnea 0 
Beck and Griswold7t;lL::t the clinical manife,c:tation::: in the 
order of &ppe~rance: 
1. Rise in venou::: pressure(most reliable index). 
2. Ascites and development of & fibrinous exudate on the 
liver. 
3. nydrothorax. 
4. Pulmonary and subcutaneou.s edema. (These are lete mani-
festations). 
Blalock36believes that an importc.nt sign is the sreat degree 
of systemic congestion that wa~; out of proportion to the moderate 
amount of dyspnea. 
Stewart and Heuer75 studied 7 patients preoperittively and 5 
patients po.::t-oper:.::ctively. Their measurements showed: 
1. The venous pressure was elevated. 
2. The circulation time wa3 lengthened (arm to tongue, 
decholin) 
3. The cardiac output (Grollman method) per minute and per 
beat was decreased. 
4. As improvement was observed clinically after operc;tion, 
there was a fell in the venous pressure shortening of the circu-
lation time, and increase in cardiac output per minute and per beat. 
5. Venous distention, observed clinically, was recorded by 
means of infra-red photographs, and rE:gression of size and nwnber 
of periphE:rEl venou;: channels was observed after operation. 
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Out of 5 operated patbnts 2 were completely relieved of symp-
toP1s and sisns, the t 11ird was much benefited, b·_tt the 2 others who 
were only recently operated have not ~3hown 1:1arked clinical impro'.e'Ile:;.t. 
Significant diar;nostic feut~ires found in the above st'.;.clied pat-
ients are enu~erated: 
1. Restricted or absent motions of the heart (fluoroscope). 
2. No sign of enlargement of heart. 
3. Calcification of pericardium in 2 patients as shown by X-ray. 
4. Paradoxical pulse in all instances. 
5. Absence of valve lesions. 
6. Normal sinus rhythm in 6 cases and auricular fibrillation in 
one. 
Their conclusions based on this study were: 
1. Obstruction to the entrance of blood into the heart shown 
by piling up of blood on the venous side with increase in venous pre-
ssure, and slowin~ of the velocity of blood flow, since less blood is 
available to pump, the carciiac output is decreased. 
2. The fibrous or calcified pericardim1 interferes with con-
traction of the heart muscle (shown by decreased excursions under the 
fluoroscrPn exar:iination): this be in~ the case all the blood which 
gets into its cavities is not expelled, thus contributing further to 
decrease in cardiac output per beat and per minute. 
F l 76 . d. . d. . f P' ' ' D. f reecman, in 1scuss1ng iagnosis o 1cKs isease rom a 
radio-graphic standpoint states: 
The experience in the past years demonstrate that the roentgen 
signs of cardiac compression are more definite than those of peri-
cardial effusion. It is gen~rally recognized now that tl;e roentgen-




clinically and to establish a positive diagnosis of cardiac com-
pres:::ion in each instance by careful correlation of clinical and 
roentgenologic signs. 
Freedman, from a ;:tudy of 26 patients reached the following 
conclu2ions: 
1. Cardiac compression due to pericardial scar formGtion is 
usually represented on roentgen examination, by a normal sized or 
smaller than normal heart. Moderate or marked enle_rgement of the 
cardio-pericardial shadow is uncommon and may be cue either to 
an unusually marked thickening of the pericardium or to an under-
lying valvular or :nycardial dL;ease. 
2. The majority of the compressed hearts are either triangular 
or less commorly, globular. In rare instances a compressed heart 
may .shovi a mi tral or aortic configuration. 
3. The car,:1iac pulsations are us:.rnJ.ly diminished or absent. 
Occasionally, however, certain sections of the compressed heart 
may/show vigorous pulsation. 
4. The aortic knob is flattened or completely obliterated in 
the majority of compressed hearts. 
5. Due to the marked thickening of the pericardium, the heart 
becomes rigid and in the majority of cases, its configuration remains 
either unchang 0 d or changes but little during the two pha:::es of 
res::iiration. 
6. The adhesions beb;een the heart and pericardium lead to a 
' fixation of the heart. The degree/of fixation is determined with 
the aid of expiratory and inspiratory postero-anterior roentgengrams, 
taken with the patient lying on either side with lateral views taken 
during both inspiration and expiration. 
7. The most conclusive sign of cardiac compression, the cal-
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cification of rjericardium, is present only in the minority of in-
stances. (in 9 a.mong 26 patients). 
8. The kymographic examination is of no differential diagnostic 
value in carciiac compression. It only serves ss a record which 
enable:: one to compare the difference bet'!:een tbe ;_:iulsatory amplitude 
before and after re:::ioval of the pe:ticsrdial scar. 
9. Marked cilange in the configuration of the he&rt after 
operetion was never found. 
Stev:art and Heuer77 in another study of nine patients found 
the arte.do venou:: oxygen difference before O_f'Jera ion was i:1crea.sed 
in all exce~)t one. The range being from 715 cc to 83.6 cc. 
After the operation when the patients were in their best state 
it decreased in all patients and only one fell outside of normal 
range, which was then 51.4 to 68.7 cc. 
The cardiac output per minute and cardiac index (liters per 
square meter per minute) were decreased in all exce9t one patient, 
the range of the index being 1.35 to 1.82 liter;:. After operation 
it increased and ranged between 1.80 to 2. 72 liters and vias below 
normal in only one. 
Stroke volume was decreased and the range was from 20-42 cc 
per beat. After operation it increased and ranged from 33 to 50 cc 
per beat. The venous pressure was elevated in every case, the range 
being 17.9 to 24.J cm. After operation it fell and when the patients 
were in their best state the range was 8.3 to 16.7 cm. 
The arm to tongue circulation time ranged from 16.5 to 29.8 sec-
onds before operation -- in short, it was prolonged. 
After operation the range was 7.3 to 17.1 seconds when the 
patients were in their best state. 
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There wa no condstent behaviour of the heart rate. In 
certain patient .. it wa3 el:::·vated before eoperation and .::lowed 
afterwards and in others the reverse happened. The basal metc:.bolic 
rate wa;3 not altered sicnifica.'1 tly ln this syndrome, nor was it 
cha.11ged by operEttion. 
The vital capacity before OJ?eration vms not lowered if the 
pleural cavities were free of fluid. In certain patients it de-
creased and in others it increased after operation. Decrease after 
operation vms in part due to the flexible thoracic cage resulting 
from removal of ribs. Infra-red photographs revealed marked dis-
tention of and increase in the number of caliber of the venous chan-
nels before operation. If improvement occurred after operation there 
was a progressive decrease in their number and caliber. 
Their observations showed that chronic constrictive pericarditis 
is characterized by decreased cardiac output per minute and per 
beat, rise in venous pressure, slowing of the velocity of blood 
flow, and engorgement of the venous vascular bed. F'luoroscopic 
examination sho·1ie;ci necreased con traction of the heart chambers, and 
fixation of the heart was observed. Clinical improvement after 
operation was as';ociated with changes in all of these functions 
toward normal. There appeared to be two essential defects in this 
syndrome, namely, 
1. Obstruction to the entrance of blood into the chambers of 
the heart resulting in decreased filling, and 
2. Interference with contraction of the heart. There is evidence 
for the first in a. the decreased dilatation of the heart in diastole 
under fluoroscopic examination and at operation, and b. the ob-
servation at operation of the thickened pericardium which was not 
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capable of much di:=tention and may have been calcified. c. Infra-
red photogra:qhs revealt:'d di:::tc"ntion of the periphere.l vdns. d. The 
elevated venous pre:: :::J.re is evicence thC::t there L ample blood 
availL~')le for the hef1rt l'ti th respect to contr8ction, impairment is 
inferred from, 1. decreased extent of contrc1ction on fluoroscopic 
examination a.'1c; at operatio:r:, as well as from, 2. the examination of 
the thickened unyielding EJericardi:lm incapable of much chant;e during 
contraction. The two defects result in oecrec:.se in carcliac output, 
per beat and per minute, and piling up of blood on the venous dde, 
accounting for increase in vcnouc: pre:::sure and slowing of the velocity 
of blood flow. 
The heart may be unusually small or not much cnlc.rged. (The 
cardiac silhouette is made up of cardie.c shadow plus the shadow of 
the thickened pericardium). 
Removal of the perica.cdium re.,cllts in alteration of the.'e two 
defects, in short, in removing obstruction to blood entering the 
heart a.llov:ing the heart to stretch in dia.stole and increase in 
extent of contraction; these account for cha.'lges in the circulation 
v1hich have been recorded after operation. 
Stewart und Heuer 78in rmother article bring out the folloviin~ 
points: 
1. In certain cases heart rate wa::: elevated before operation 
and became ,:;lower af'te ward,:;, and in others the reverse happened. 
The basal metabolL3m rate was not altered significantly from normal 
in the presence of thio .::yndrome, 'lor did pericardiectomy change it. 
2. The ;3erwn protein m1 '· low Lo, 2 cases ac1d in the normal r.::mge 
in the other:;o. 
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3. Distentii:>n of the veins of t~c eye2rottncL~ ~Na:: merked be-
fore ops ration a id decreased ,,,·i th fall in venou.::: pressJ.re after 
opsration. There wa3 limitation of motion of the car.J.iac chambers 
and fix'.:it L::m of the heart on fl:.ioroscopic examination. 
In considering the symptoms in a e:nup af' 9 patients they found 
the chief sym;1to:nc to be s11elling of the abdomen, loss of weight, ,:;nd 
dyspnea. Two of the case3 suffsred from ax1 achin..:; in the c_;iic;a.::tric 
re~ion • Distention of the neck vein~ w~~ ~resent in all, as was 
enl:1r;;ed liver. A.scit0.s and edema, although pressnt in the m&jority 
of cases wa;3 not pr9sent in all. Cyano'"'i.:; :m::, 9recoent in the ma-
jority and distenti::m of the neck veins was .~Tesent in all but one. 
There wa~ '1oterl a )aradoxical J_)ulse in all cases. The sinu.:; rhythm 
wa3 normal in all cases but t;io where there occurred an a:lric·ilar 
flutter. The blood l)ressure wa.c; lov; in the rnajority, sven normal 
in 3 cases. 
White and Churchil1·5 believe tho.t the dLcussfons regarding 
signs and sym;_')toms of chronic pe:-·icardi tis are not of Jluch value 
beca:.i0e there ha~ not 0een 3ufficient distinction between the 
three 6ro:.ips of chronic adhesive pericarditls which they list as: 
l. One t;ro:.ip ,,-here the adhesions are so slight that there is 
little or no handica~. 
2. One group \''!here the adhesions to the chest vvrall or dia-
IJhragm cau.c;e c.s.riliac enlargement, C!trriiac strain and eventtlal failure. 
3. One group w.1ere the constrictin6 periC"trdiwn ob ;tricts the 
entrax1ce of blood into the heart with little or no invol ve:nent or 
enlargement of the heart itself. 
Churchill22believe:_ the.t e. very import&.nt sign is the marked 
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distention of the cervical vsins, that do not empty in the uprii:_;ht 
posture, and especially in the uprit;;ht posi tbn :::ho'.'1 a very char11.c-
teri.s"':,ic d0ible collapse in systole and diastole. He cru.otes Moritz-
Tabore. s.;:, r-iciv'..nc:; meas•1red the venou.:o pre.ssure in the o.r:m veins and 
fo1.md very high values of 200-::/J:) :-:un. of ·nnter. This accoimt.., for 
a marked rfogree of 1 i v8r con~e t Lon and the tendon cy to hydro thorax 
and e:::.rly ascitcs, even before ecema of t:1e legs supervene.:. 
Lilienthal 79believes th~it :.oince diastole i.s impeded, the 
importaj1t 3i.gn i.3 the never- emptying engorged veins of the neck 
or even of the arms, arid this iJ particu.larly rioted when the arms 
are raised above the head. He thinks that it is principally in 
these cases that the liver sviells and ascites is prominent,(the 
so-called Pick' s complex), although Volhard .states that the true 
r1iagnosL3 of precardial compression as a cause was never establisher;, 
Beckt2 as a diagnostic standard, lists his triad for chronic 
compression: 
1. Small c.uiet heart. 
2. High venous pressure. 
3. Ascite.s and enlargement of foe liver. 
12 Beck believes that the compressed heart doe.3 not ~mste any 
of its energy as do many of the dilated, hypertrophic hearts. He states: 
"It functions efficiently, ci.l though it is not allowed to function 
adequately. The cardiac valves in the compression diseases are nor-
mal. There are no murmurs •••• The efficient, although inadequate 
action of the heart is an important point in diagnosis. As the 
compression develops, the .:;ystolic-diastolic excursion of the heart 
is reduced. Sometimes no trEJ.ce of pulsation can be seen over the 
precordium. 
The compression force upon the heart can never remain at a 
higher level than the ?ressure in the venae cavae! 
Experimentally it ·:ms found that the heart could tolerate a 
higher de.;ree of compression if the compretJsion developed slowly 
than if it developed acutely. In human patient2 the compression 
force may rise to remarkable levels. In my series the greatest 
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compression force was from 1J-45 cm. water. 
'Jihy vd.11 a c::impression of 15-20 cm. kill when applied ac"J.tely 
'.lnd 1.vhy cs.n Ll:J-45 cm. be tolers.ted in the chronic c::incii tbns? The 
expla:1E .. tio11 lies ln tJie venous pres.s:.ire levels. There L; not suffi-
cient blood in the vascular :~y:::te:n to ele at::: va1o;i;:; pres::::ure above· 
15-20 cm. in r,spon;.;e to acute compression. In chr;nic condition we 
have ''ome evidence to sho·:; that an increase in the circ:J.la ting blood 
vol:xne takes place (d;/e, etc. in blood). .hnotrk~· )O:c:siole co=t11se 
in the elevation of venous pre2sure i:3 brou;;ht about by tiie 5.CC:J.mu-
lation of fluid that slov;ly for:ns in t~e ti0s·.ie::; and .:::eroU.'3 cavities. 
This fl.iid comprec:.·;e:3 the peripheral v~L3C'.llrtr tree to some extent 
and ,=,l::::vate::i venoLl _. pres;:>ure. 
The clinic~11 ,nani::'e.stlction of chronic CJ11pression of the ~1eA.rt 
are pro(luced b:;r venous c;ta:'3L3 and a red1.iced arterial circulati:Jn. 
The vein.s are aistended and ;3ometLues e:xa;;i::;erated. They may :3tci..'1d 
O'lt like goose :iuills. Cyanosis, a.scites, enl~·rge;nent of the liver 
and s;-ilcen, subcutaneous edema, varicose veins, hemorrhoids, hydro-
thorax s'1d pilmonary ecie:na are all expressiocL' of venous st5.sis. 
The liver becomes cirrhotic in res::ion:3e to long contin.led circula-
tory .stasLs. 
30 Lawre:1ce and Morton pres::;nt a case, hov1ever, in which there is 
no evidence of venous engorgc;~,1ent even though the venous _pressure 
was increesed to 2J7 mm water. These men beliGve that the increased 
venou:-; )ressure and the 'larked increa·::e in artorio-veno"J.s oxygen 
differ2nce in the pre:;ence of the classical clinical ;iicture of 
constrictive peric&rdi tis make the dia.;nosis of Picks' Disea.se 
certain. 
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Howar·::.-=1-.thinks that the symptom;s of Picks' Disease are chiefly 
cardiac in origin and con3ist of dys;:mea, c:ya.."lo.si:3 and drop,c;y. He 
says that dyspnea i:J a very va.rying factor and is usLlally present 
only ,:m exertion, e:xce)t in case:3 with associated 9ericardial ad-
hesions and subsequent dilatation of the heart •••• The most strikin5 
objective ;Tnpto:11 is often a marked distention of the :0uperficial 
veins of the neck, ,_;he st, 13.nd even of the face and c<pper extreme ties. 
Asci tes is very apt to occur before the development of a t;ener1::,l 
anasarca, cl.ue to a chronic peri tc:mi tis from venous conge 3tion, 0r 
possibly to an assoicated hepatic cirrhosis as has been described 
under the morbid anatomy. 
Noth,3 7in regard to the dyspnea found that it was pec~liar in 
that it was a dyspnea of exertion and in spite of the presence of 
C'Jar·rnd ede:au, the patient is not dyspm ic at re~,;, and is not orthopneic. 
Hirschfelcer81 advocates an unusual diagnostic aid in Reiss' 
gastric sounr1s. In cases where there are adhesions to the diaphragm 
on 1istenin~ over the sto~ach one is able to hear at times the sounds 
loud and metallic in quality. These sounds are not much influenced 
by changes of position, by respiration, nor by inflation or filling 
of the ston1ach. 
Jones and Robert~ 2found reduplication of the second sc;:;.nd at 
the apex to be a fairly constant finding. Roberts 83presents a case 
in which the onset of the disease was sudden and was characterized by 
repeated vo~iting and much flatulence. 
61 2 Branch and White believe that there is only one sign which is 
patholgonomic of chronic pericarditis and that is the evidence by 
roentgen ray of clacification of the pericardium. 
1'1,cG~lire and Favenstein34ririd that the liver was regularly en-
larged and firm but usually was not tender and did not pulsate. The 
heart rhythm is us rally regular but irregularity Jue to auricular 
fibriJ 1ation or extr-systo 1 es is someti;-ies encountered. A general 
weakness and low grade fever was oecasionally encountered. 
Pisula84advocates that the feelint; of fullness in the epigastrium 
is due to the stretching of the capsule of Glisson. The anorexia of 
this disease, he feels, is due to the slowing of the metabolic pro-
cess because of the poor art:rial circulation. 7he constipation he 




vmrns us that the pul .'.US paradoxus is a fall:Jcious 
symptom beca.ise it may be found in perfectly normal people or in 
other di3eases. 
McGuire and Havenstein54believe that the reason this condition 
is so fre:~uently encout.1ered in adolescents and you..'1t; adult life is 
probably because unrecognized cases do not ;>urvive for many years. 
MECHAiHCA~ .. L:IAGdOSTIC AIDS 
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85 . . d t . f t x 1 t or on warns tnat in or er to ge sa~is ·ac ory -ray p av2s 
in these cases one must use three to four times the usual factors. 
Beck36believes thut when the diw.;nosis i.:: in doubt ex~)loratory 
pericardotomy should be regE<rded as a justifiable procedure. He 
hesitates to 2ecommend this procedure becau.c;e of the pos ibili ty of 
inflicting an injur-J to the coronary vessels with the needle. 
Dr. 'ilagenstein in the discussion of an article by Moses and 
Barron25informs us that if saline solution is allo:.'ed to run 
from a ::"la;:;s tube into an arm vein with the arm at the level of 
right &trLr1, the height at which the colwnn of fluid comes to a 
standstllL determines the venous pressure. 
Cushing and Fen87in a study of 11 patients found 
a. Vol to.,;::e of ~RS complex below the usual limits of normal. 
b. Slurring of the QRS in all loads. 
c. T Waves of low amplitude -- either of positive or of 
negative sign. The presence of T W':'..Ves of normal voltage was a.ri 
interesting finding. 
Dieuaide, quoted by Cushing and Feil found that change in position 
of patients with adhesive pericarditis from one lateral position 
to the other is not follo'ned by normal change in the electrical 
axis of the heart. 
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France~ 3 from ?.n &naly;:;is of 68 cases in which the shift of 
the electrical axis wa2 .~ t'.lciied durin5 life Dl10 the he:irt3 ex-
arnincd at o.utopsy found th::1t there wa::o no constant relc .. tlonship 
between the fixation of the [lectro-c•crdio.;rrn11 hnci thE: presence of 
restrictint; pericardial adhesions. He came to the conclusion from 
this :::turly that the electro ca.rd.iogra)hic te t for "axis shift" was 
not of value in the ante :nortem diR6nosis of aohedve pericardia-
mediastinitis. 
Noth37found lov> volta,;e QRS complex in all leads, the T waves 
iso-electric Ln leads I and II and slightly inverted in lead III. 
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Cushing in the study of 11 patients founci that they all had 
electro-cardiograms with C;,RS complexes of low ampli t.ide. The T 
waves were lo':r in voltage. Following pericardectomy the CRS voltage 
increased in a number of cases. 
Griswold 90foi.llld a small slurred QRS complex. Beck12telieves 
that in the presence of Picks' Disease low voltage and slurring of the 
QRS compleY <;re u:::-..ially seen in the EKG. Fixation of the electrical 
axis may or may not be present. 
30~ ' Pilcher and Lond in a stuay of a case found the only abnormal 
finding to be inversion of the T waves in lead III. 
Stewart LL"'l,-1 Heuer73 in a study of nine patients found the QRS 
ciDmplex in lc.·_',e},3 I to III to be of low amplitude in all but one 
case in which it was normal. .tie found that the T wave in leads 
I to III to be of low amplitllde or negative or dlphasic. The 
T wave was also cone-shaped in Leads I anri II in several cases. 
The axis deviation 'Sa:: not constant. It was either '.:3lightly to the 
right or to the left. 
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McGuire and Havenstein34found low voltage of the QRS comple~. 
They ~ound the T waves in leads I and II to be frequently of low 
a~plit1de or negative. The electrical axis, they believe, may or 
may not alter with the cahange of the position of the body. 
Dieuaide91states that normally there is a change in the form and 
amplitude of the electro-cardiographic waves in shiftin5 the :u.b-
ject from the right to the left side. This penomenon is marked 
in most r>atients with heart disease. It is due to rotation of the heart. 
When there is no change in shifting the patient one must think of 
lesions involving both the pericardium and the mediastinum. 
Schwab and Herrmann92think that the changes in the RST sector 
are the result of ischemia of the cardiac muscle. They feel that 
the inversions of the T wave$ which follovr the changes in the RST 
segment are associated with organizations and repair in the epi-
cardium and sub-epicardial myocardium. 
'l'ho liut of diseases '•·',ic 11 muot be considered oefore :,ia'.{inr!, a 
diae;nosis of c'1ronic constriction of t?rn lrn0,rt are r~:any. The list 
includes valvular disease, cirrhot1is of the liver, iJoly~oero::;itis, 
ascites acco11pa.nyin;~~ a"Jdo::linal new gro 1:/d1s, nutritional ede:na, l3eri 
Deri :wart, anJ lar~:;o ovarian cyst. Several of these disec..1.se::; may 
by co:<r;Jlicated by Pic:t' s synuro:i1e and it is here that ti:e test of 
diagnostic ability arises. 'I'he ::;ost i~r:portant factor in a diagnosis 
of Pick's disease is that a ~ood hope for cure is offered. To oper-
ate for co::ipressed heart when mitral stenosis is procLicin;.; o. bizzare 
syndrome is only to su0ject the patient to needless surgery and to 
endanger h1s life. To treat a case of Picks' disease us if it were 
a valvLllar disease is only of valJe to the drug~ist who is sellinE 
the digitalis. The sa;;1e holds true for :nany o:i.' the other diseases 
in the differential diagnosis. 
r .. itral Stenosis: 
: .. itral stenosis is the first ancl r:10st b1portant cornlition w;-,_ich 
must be differentiated. This is doubly so Jecause :nany pedia:.ricians 
see::i tu have confused mitral stenosis witlJ adherent pericardium with 
Picks' Disease.93 
McGuire and Havenstein3 4in a discussion of the differentiation 
of these two diseases !1ave co:ie to the conclu.sion thut in :i:itral 
and tricuspid disease nenlarge:.c1ent of the liver, edema, and ciila-
tation of the cervica.l veins are coiri:r;only present with tric1rnpicl 
stenosis or insufficiency, and failure of the ri3ht heart secondary 
to mitral stenosis. The history, the confizuration of the heart, 
and the presence of a pre-systolic or ~id or late diastolic murmur 
are l~lpful differential findings, particularly as cases of adhes-
ive pericarditis conplicated ·oy serious valv;.ilar lesions are usually 
not arnenar) le to sur:::;ical treat:nent. 
The picture can be confused v;it.11 functional tricuspid regur-
gi tation 'i1hich i:::. co:nmo:~l:r seen in the E:cute .stu;_::,c of right heort 
f1c;iLire :end in chronic- rifht-.sfoed faiL1.re :::ecoD.ci~ry to mitr3.l :::te-
nosis. Tht:. :)reJnCA Qf vr-1v.iJ..·r C:i:::ee~c, or h;r.:xrten~,ion, 2nr': :~ys­
tolic ven::m:c: pi.il Gti::;n ;:·houl.c ::erve to 1C:if'fc1" nti8te thL:) conc'ii tion. 11 
"~1 f u:1cti0nslly .. :imilar or evc..n the same condition occ 1_1r;· in con-
cretio pe:r.·icor~~ii as in t::-1€. ;nri:- t :severe forir:2 of mL trc.:,,l teno ,.ic. 
In the latter we like·::L:c:. find e-2'1 abnormal out_;;"Jt :Jf tnc left hec:rt, 
the small pul£e of little 2mr,litude, anCi Bn inten:~e inflow .'"t1:-1sis 
with the characterL·tic elevation of veno 1.l' ~;re'- .:..'J.re, liver en-
large 1c1t c~: · ,.: q:onderent asci te;3. The increase in venous pres::ure, 
corresponds to a marked over fillinG" of the ric;ht auricle, which in 
contrrist to the pericardial con;;triction generally is follo1.·E-d b;/ 
a ;;ermanent irregualr pul;:;e. .i:3oth the G.ilatr:tion of ti1e ri[;ht 
auricle and the conus pul:n)m lis have a charscteristic roentc:eno-
graphic appearimce. The cont,;e:::ted cervical veins not only show a 
dia:;tolic collapse, b'J.t also e s:.1stolic s7relling, becau::e in thi2 
sV1t;e of mi trs_l ;::tenoc.i2 a functional or orgilllic tricuspio in-
.::ufficicncy rec.i.lac.·ly exists.... But instead of c:uietness over the 
encased heart, 'lie feel here the mighty heoving r cti.on of the ric,ht 
ventricle over the area of carc;iac: c:illness anci under the left 
costal meirgin and hear the characteri~:tic mi tral 1 h,,:thm and the 
dia::otolic murm'J.r over the apex as it strikes tne che;_;t wall. In 
the pre.cence of the::e a mistske i;, hardly pos;:;ible but it is theo-
retically of greatest in tere.::t that in different ways thL::: combina-
tion of an abnormally .:mall c~'!.rciac 0 1J.tput v:i th stasis on the venous 
side of the heE'<r't produces the same clinical picture cmci the pre-
domina.11ce of portal ;~t'';:,is over :;erir>heral .::tHsis. 11 
,·,c: 
Youmans~uin di2cu;:0sing the different pictures ::hich can be 
pre, ented by Ce.lcificf,_tion of thE pErics.rdium ciue to v<:crious causes 
come.:: to the conclusion that "the factor of etiology cs.usEs char-
acteri::. tic differrnces in the clinical pictu,·e as well as the path-
ology. A typical case of tuberculou~:; orie; in rire: en tE the picture of 
a cirrhosis of the liver with a marked recurrine asci tes wi tho•.it 
ede:n.s, r.r: c-nll:rged liver i:mo little or no j Etundice. 
There may be inciefini te gs ::tric oi2turbances, a 2.en0e of fullness 
in the abdomen anc1 occasionally pain, but the patient, generr::l health 
rem10in;: goo6. The ab;::;ence of symptoms pointint, to the heart is ,c.tri-
kingly characteristic in the early stases. Later in the course of 
the dio:ease there may occur the signs of cardiac failure without 
evidence of valviJ.lar dise2se. The course of the disease i? charl"cter-
istically slow, insidious and intermittent. A hi:3tory of tuberculo-
sis is often not obtained. 
On the contrary the rheumatic ca;c;es present early signs of 
cardiac embL<.rrassment with evicence of characteristic valve injury. 
Often there are 1)re2ent the signs of an adherent pericerG'ium. Edema 
is present from the beginning and is u::ually marked. A typical 
rheumstic history i::: usually obt&insd. 11 
5.5 
1Phi telOL :Jf the opir:.icn thet, 1 .. he ?re.::cnce of mi trd .· t(-nosis 
:ne;; be taken at once s.s riling o:J.t chronic constrictive peric:~r6ith 
of 8ny serious Lr~ae. Differenti1i points he [ives are ths di~~tolic 
ic cnl: r~c::cl i::: c. 1f1iclent to r ..<le out chronic con:3trictive pc deer-
diti.:; w the f:l:.'1cfrmee:t;;;l conditionn. Barron ;:;3think;,:. that the marked 
increase in the venoi~ pre[sure in 2~ite of C8rdiac enl&rgernent 
Polyserosi tL:: 
The next cisee.se we muc:t diff'erentLete is polysero::itis. It 
has been a common misunder"'tanc1ing; to confuse thi::: with Picks' 
Disea.:;e. 
The reason for this C:)nfu:-.;ion i,:, er:·.sily understood. Burrell, 
H t 1 . '16 . ' . . 1 . t . b 1 . th t ti ' th are, e a i,' in QL:cuss:ing po y2ero,c;1 .is e~ieve e unaer e 
generic term 1polyserositis 1 i;::; included a well-defined froap of 
cases with chronic inflcmmatory thickening of the membrane:: lining 
the [:,reat serous s· Ci.::, often the:e are recurrent effu;:;ions, and the 
chief symptoms may be those of congestive hesrt failure. r.fany of 
these coses 2lrs ret;e.rded a2 1 probably tu.berc1lous 1 but cle1c,r proof 
of their exact nature may be difficult to prociuce. 
lt seems reasonable, therefore, to suppose .••• th~t chronic 
tuberculo:::is of the :_,reat .::erous sacs progressine; to the production 
of 1 polyserosi tis' is a condtion associated with e. hign degree of 
immunity to the infection, and that in more chronic cases •••• the 
infective r"'1c:1~:nt is slov;ly :nbmerged as the clinical picture be-
comes one of mechanical obstruction to the heart and circulation." 
Whi telOin his discussion tells us, 11Poly3erosi tL; or an iri-
flammation of several serous cavities, sometimes called Concatos 
dL.>ease is occasionally f'.).J.n~. in young individ'.lals due to t'.lber-
culo2i;:,, 0.;:;:~oci.·1te~ with p:·1J1·uoni:i, ".lr ;no,:; f:, C".>mmm1l:r of unknom.1 
c1:;,i;c;e. The lJle1.ira and :Jericardiwn are the serocis ca vi tios gene.-
rally involv _d, tut sometims.s the ;_Jeri to'.'leu;n L ~lso affsctecl. The 
infecti011 bs;ins s.s an ac'..lte ;_)roce,ss, sometimes i1::idio1n and obscure 
with little clinical eviaence mvj c<:rncti:ne::: ;,.(;·ve2e ;:.J16 ea.:,ily diag-
nosed; it goe~: on to a chronic fibro'.ln state of v':i.rying lrn.:_Jort.s.'.lcs. 
Poly :sero ::i tL:; iG '.lot Picks 1 j)iseac:e al tho11t;h it TIL\Y be the 
infection that ~rece.::::e.3 it in ,3ome cases. Neither is Picks' Dis-
ease .:-ioly,3ero,3i tis al thou,;11 the two fra::~u.ently co :ncic1e. 
Chronic ;le1iri tiJ of condder'ible dec;ree occc.::::;ic.mr,l ly accom-
p?.~'lic;_; ::::hr::m.ic ::::on.:; t:::-ic ~ivs pc.cic·'1.rcJ.i tL~ s.:: ·-toc:c aL~) ch1·onic )C:ri--
t::mi tis. 
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P ri-ne;:-i· ti.tL·:, re:ult,h1:::; ln fro;_;te':I or i~~'::d llv:::or (Zuckr:r-
···i- _ l r:be•0 ) f"i" ·y·cot nl e:~r,L'I .~; - !''·' ... '"'•(J.- ;} ' ( 'lr·· ··oh:n::·>l11 1-l1'"'7 Or l[J'-:1.7 00 i. 1Je Q ,_; ..._._ ,_. ~ ..._ ...1.. I--' I._, • ...._ · U, ..J --"- ·- '- _.i. . i-' V -.} J . .._,, \,_,o I .• · •.• .- ~ ._..V - y i..l _, 
fo,mc\ in Plck:::' .u1 .. e'J.38j it L .. not :i ciece.•::~ary j_J:.ct 'Ji tc1c dL 0 en.3e. 
If there h:::c.~: :Jeen en:::;igh _;_Jeri toni ti..o 'J.i .. :L:c.: t.:ie )ol:.r.~ero-
3i tl0 ti1ut ::11c1;r ~·r0c2:0 Pickc 1 Dl.se~t.•o:~, the~'1 t'.:ie liver ,n.s.y 0t:co:•1e 
fr•.: ted, or t'.'.-le <'lc2:ri, or evc:1 th0 iste::.•ti:1e;;.. 
In case_ .::ec::1 :1:)'.1e h·~t~ t'.1Lo fro:~t-.. d liver. The c:1y::ul 0 'Na;:; 
S''!OO U1 ::;nrl rel'.' ti vs l;;r tl1in in oll sven Un .1;:)1 the 1i 1 er 2.i107'SO 
con 'ir1srs.ble ::ior~ llar fibro::is i!: 0:1e ·:.t1·. l L0 ,tl:7 n )'- 1i.ar i.:1 t·;.o 
ca.::e __ • 
T'1e ll•::>.:.:t c:o:n:non .::it1" '-•~\J~-'-rentl:; for chr ,nic _:eritoniti.r3 L: 
the uncicr :::urf'.tce of tl1e dis._:i.'1rs;;m. Ther·e i::: a ;:_iestion i1er': a0 to 
the ~ossible infL1ence of the b Licki'1g of the lJm)hatic flo·:, in th.qt 
re0i.o,1 t·') help to explain the .J8r:3i:::t'once of :r~cit1~.c. in .c:o7nc c::.0e:3. 
Peri-heputitis, ]E~i-3pl nitis, and even frosti1~ of the inte~tine 
i t3elf :may occ'.lr :::_uite indepECndently of ~Jerics.rdi tis or ple.iri th;; 
they ·aay be f::mncl ns.::lociateG. or as i::;nl . .:ted lesion.:;." 
Piersol et ali 65 cor:ie to the concl11;:;ion that ,,JOlysero::oi tL.o, 
L: 3. !ifferc:,1t conC:.i ti -:in al thoagh the t:10 diseabes have freq:.iently 
bssn confu:oied in the ;;act and :ne:y coezist. 11Pol/0c;rx;i tis, tney 
believe, i. c as •oic~tted v::i t1 a chronic iJeri-hey1ti tis in whic1:J. the 
caosule of the l~ •.rer bsco .1ec; tre::ic1do..J.sl~· ·thic~encd, ;;i.- 1inz ri:3e to 
the ::Jo-co.lle·:i :me:.;.r-ici.ng appeuJ.·ance. The conciiti::m involves little, 
if at all, the liver 1.)arench:,·r1::;,. The ~irocess a:pparently ::tert2 ns a 
lo\":-;;r<;.de ci1ronic infl::i .. nma tory reac c,ion of t'.lc ~·eri ton cum abou.t the 
dia,ihr~•i:,'m &nd upper ab:::o:nen ~11d ;;r.cdual Ly involve;: the ~~eric ,_rf.ium 
and o'1e or two :)leurs.l cavities. The similarity of the trio conditions 
and the f2 ct the ;.;iediri.stino-peric::rdi tis may result from poly sero-
sl tis :nake;s it obviou': th8t they are not easy to differentiate. Per-
haps the t7iO co:iJi tions are not esse;1tiully tliffsru1t. 
On the other hand, from the ,3t:::ndpoint of ;3u1 5ic1:l.l treat111snt 
l t Noulct seGm v;orth '.'Vhil::: to try to ciraw a 0istinction bet-seen the 
two condit i::ms. In Picks' Di:3cs..~e, if the sy:.i.itom0 are prim:o:rily 
the re.':u ~ t oi' _)8ric&rdial con:3triction, cEcrdioly.::;L, i,·;o.ild .seem to 
offer more hope of relief th.:m in polyserosi tb in whic!-1 the chr::mic 
infl~~nGtary )rocess contin.ie= even if com2res0ion of the heart is 
temporarily r~licvsd. 11 
Sison97believ(~3 that 11Mul tiple ,-:;ero.si ti..:; L:; a clinical .syn-
·3ero·.1.:. ;.irf-~cce.s of the l1e~c:·t, :_:.1leura, :Jerit'Jns.im and vL:;ceral organs ••.• 
Some co11f 138 '111.11 ti~;le .:eI'O::l tis rni th the so-called Picks 1 DL:il::11.ss, 
b~1t after a car2ful revi2 of the cases it e.pJsar:o c,ui te :Jlain thut 
i'· entirelJr a matter· of 1Jersonal opinio:'1 a?1d i~refere:'1ce what CL.Jes 
should be incl'.ide:d in this croup of 1 multiple :.ero:.::i tis 1 • n 
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Mo;~t Ger-:112.n anc3 Itc..lir:tn 'vritc:r- ere lncllned to 2ttribitc '.'ll 
the 1Jla:i1e to tube rcilo :oL:, ::c .: the ;ur) ;J t prob:obly exci t L\ . ., q::;en t in 
to Smi th'JSL foe.t th pol~r sero.~i ti.s L:, ,;_Lw to <.:n "infl2.rmns.tory 
process and oi coil.';:;e lDt ::t all 9.menable to the o~Jers.tio'l of cnrdio-
lysis. 
Cirrho;.Jis of the li>.rer: 
Kelly99believe,3 th,1t o<e can :5i::;tinzii.~~1 chr:mic co11':strictive 
pe:cicr:i:'di tis from cirrho:oi.3 of the liver by t!w :1b ;encc in mo0t 
case; of portal c::m(:;estion anci gastric intestinal di:3'c'.1rbances 
"hemorrhage, diarrhea, hemorrhoids, enhcr0 emeo.t of the '5pleen, 
:narkeci. dilatation of the .:-uperficial vein.' :::if the ab(3ominal ·;mll. •• n 
07 ( Barr:m,;:,·Jtcll:" us th"t ciys_one2, on exertion sli[htest) i::; not 
kn-ym'.l L:. ci:..~rhosis. 
White lJbelieves th&t i)Ortsl cirrhosis of tho liver should be 
ea3lly distin~ii,hed from c~r1nic conJtrictive pericerditis •.• 
"The r'.~l2ti ve youthf\1ln;:; JS of tie :;iatie~1t with Picks 1 Disease, their 
abss':ce of a hi:3tory of alcohol i.3m or :c;erous infection or other 
factor, pointin;; to cirrhosis of the liver as the chief lesion, 
their .::;ms.11, often para:'oxical, p"J.l.::e «d t~1 lo~• ,::ml,3e :;:ress"J.re, 3.nd 
iJarticl.llarl; the a)par8ntl:,.' conclu.:3ive findin,g of increa.::ed }res.:;ure 
in the neck vein~ c:aic%:ly di :tin~ui:3hes them iro:rr c;:;se.:· of :irim~sry 
cirrho L :::£' i)1c, 1.iver. The cha..Dc..;e.r: in the liver in mo:.ot cases of 
chronic con,c;trictl ve peric11rdi tis are rehti vsly ,:,lisht <:,nd con.si:3t 
of va:-;cJ.lar con,=:;estion pl.is the ,:;o-c(:;_lled carcfo.c ci:::-rho.c:L>, fiorous 
3tr.·mcis radiatint; fro:n -t'ie centr·:'l.l vein:, to?Je.:trci the interlobuVir 
.s:)aCe3. The more chronic sevc;re ca:oe.s ,:.h=i;; a lFJ.rc;eT amo1mt of this 
fibr0sis, -,x1t not tr1e degree of Liver damac;e °'en in primary cirr-
ho;.;is of the liver.... Most of the c&se2 have .~ome die;ht re-
G.'..lction of liver runction as shol'm by E>peci0l te;:.;ts ( such as with 
Ro:::e .Ber.gal or brom:om~Jhalein) but n:Jt the hit;h degree of dye re-
tention f::mno in th2 ;;ire e:-ice of j aunr1ice or in e. fer: cases of 
severe ortal cirrho ;3L3 of the liver. 
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Nutri tirmd orle:na: 
Thb i,J differentiated from chrcmic constrictive ,.e:ricc.;_rdi tis 
by the increr;sed venou:; press.ire, the pre~~,om;_crs.nt liver enL11·gement, 
a.110 the cour e of t'.1e illness. liCCording to 1/ihite 10nJ.tri tional 
edena, :hich may OCC".lr in come C£Lses of Picks' Diser:;~e, s.nd the low 
serum ~Jrotein (beloi-; 5%) aL30 found in .c:orne c:..:.sc:o of Picks' Dis-
ease, particularly in t.ho::oe with chr'.)nic '.llalnutrition. 
Beri Beri heart: 
The genen1ized edema and ~3igns of ric;ht sided he2rt faiL1re 
in this condition are beoretict,;,lly confusing. The history of 
dietary deficiency peripheral ne:.iriti3, tenderness and atrophy of 
the mu.sclE:s, the response to Vits.min Bis characteri::;tic of Beri 
Beri. The enlari;ed liver, fluroscopic and EKG findings in chr'.)nic 
04 
constrictive pericar~H tis help to c'ifferentiate the.c:e diseases. 
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PHYSIOLOGY AN[' PATHOLOGY 
ch~mc:e in :trJ.ct:.ire or in f'J.:cction. Physiolocic me20 ircmE::n t.s of 
not c..li.·ay.3 ea::;y to 0ecir5e vrhich of the" :nec:hanical or chc::1ical 
chanzes pre.ent i.:; re3:mn.:dble for the abnormal fi.nc1ing. 
Burwell and :'trayhorn108round fro;n their .:t:.wies the,t the 
CS3C'1ti:1 'd'sct in Pick0 1 Disea;:;e wa3 11 the limit,s.tion of the dL:.::.tolic 
relaxation of the heurt b;:: tht.. encirclinc; .:;cc,:;_· ti>:3s'1e and the con-
sec;aent fixation of the oJ.tput p:::,r beat at a.:1 abnormally lm-; level. 
The 1 Lmi tation of th8 oc1tput per beat ;nade it im_;_:;ossibl8 for the 
output af the heart per minJ.te ta increase except so f<Jr as thi:o 
c::mld be brought abo1it by increase in the nlready rapid cardiac 
rate. The dyspnea the IJatient experienced on ~:light exertion 
vvas presumably du.e to the inability of the heart to increace its 
output ,,de:'.uat2ly and thus resembled the dys_meo :ouff'er d by nor-
mal _:ierson;::; after severe exertion. The edc;ma, ho'':ever, 'l:a:.. not due 
to ·5b1i:::1i.sher'I_ cardiac oJ.tp:it, lJut certalnly in the main, to the 
elevated venou,3 _;ressure. That this is so is indicated by the 
distribution of the edeina in the patiGnt 1 s body. The v0lwne of 
blood flo·:1 per unit of time wa": necessarily ciimini::>hed in both the 
peripheral and the vtlmonary areas, b:it con1::,estion and edem& ·;mre 
obserred only in the area drained by the systemic veins in •;:hich 
the :-"res sure L: kno'Rn to h':lve been elevated far [cbove the limits 
of nor::nal." 
The~t:: ob::ervations &re of' theoretical importance .since they 
show that the edema i;_' more dependent :m increa,::ed venou;: pressure 
(back-pr;:;ssure) than on alteration in the volume ilo-.; of blood. 
Hunter ancl Ea,::t 64are of the opinion "thut the sym_ptom.:i of the 
disease are produced by the mechanical effect on the ventricles; 
t'::1e.ce be i.'.1,::; c0,1;::;trictEd cannot fill to their capacity thus ~'ro-
dllcing a back :::;re,:;sure effect on the suricle,s c.nd a ri,:e in vEnol.ls 
;::iresc:.ire, thi,3 may affect the inferior venae ce.va in particular. The 
effect in the circulation L; to ,slov; the rate of the flov; of blood 
betv;een arm and Lmg." 
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Beck1-is of the belief that the heart in Picks' Ci3ease is 
11 a smc11ll _uiet Orl;!.'m. It C~-nnot lJJlcl8:\;o ri.ilat~1tion. It cc.nnot 
unc: :::·c~o hypsrtro;-Jhy.... The an~ t:imic·:l ai;snt pro:hcing -che corn-
pre;.::si~m proh :.oi ts the ~Ks.rt from rec:iving it._ nor:n:_J_ ,·1:)t"'· of 
blood for c;·ch :y::;'v:Jls. In r::: m1_1ch ::.:."it receive.~,, c~ .:::.i.bnarmal 
::;uota of blood, it ac tu.~.lly ::iumi1~; o:..lt a ::· 1bnormc.1 ~.uo ta of lJ load, 
::mi the V•Qrk loac, of the hee.rt i:: r21:<i.csc.i. The hc:,;_:::·t c~.n J :1oth-
ini:i 3IJout "hie :::·r;r~icti:y:-1 in -.-.·o;'i:.: :i.nc~ L; fOJ.'C'..:d to ;ih~~' a ;:1'12; . .,ive 
r·Jle in ;ium1Jing !Yhat blood it receive:c:. I bei.ievc t~1:ct :, 11e her·rt 
can 2•1d ~~c~.rn.lly cloe:; under;;:J atrophJ of di.=i.:c in the C')m)re.-Jsion 
di sea :c.::. It 'Jnder;;oe: ciis 1J..3e atr::ip}1y much Gs 8-11.Y other mu0cle 
uncler;,:;oe: di.::.;i:::;e atr:)phy 1uhen i tE f;ork i,:; red1iced." 
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Burwell anr'l Bl"'.lock' ~are do:ibtf;il if the he:::rt coul1~ ez)el 
the normal 1 ·:iantitv of blooC. r~t eoch contr:;c: ~io:'l even if it could - •,,.' 
receive it. They thin'< th3.t t~1e inexten:oible cmd relic ti vcl~' :m-
yielding scar, which i3 att:,che:d to the entire .3urfB.ce of the heart 
:nust offer & :ceal impediment to ...,ystolic contr?.ction. Shortening 
and rotatLon of the hec;rt in ,3y::.tole are almost entirely abolL::hed. 
Spra.;ie H,:;tates "The essential physiology of chronic pericar-
di tis in which the heart chambers are f:.mda'Y!ctna.lly normal but in 
which the blood is preve'.lted from entering them either by e.dhe3ions 
about the exits .!.' 0.L 
the chambsr;:; a1·e hindred in their car:iaci t,7 to ~il3. te and receive 
the blood bccaT3e of the inelastic ar 1our of the thickened· 9ericardium." 
Kei.th1J 1in his Hunterian lect1ires tells us that when ad1e0icms 
form a.fter perica.rdi tis they ".legin bet71een the airicles and the 
p2rics.rdium ·,·,here the great vein;: :)ierce to enter the heart Gnd 
wher2 the .structure.3 which clo.::;e the venous orificec are si tu.eted. 
Keith think;:; that ''mere adliesion of the auri~les to t'w perico.rdilllil., 
'Nhile it may le,:c: "',) :come D.yjJertrophy of the mu.~cular wall, will not 
markcr3l:r ,,ff:::ct the n:!rmal r,ction of the auricle5 50 long as the 
outer :cmr1ace of the pericardiun1 renains free. B1.1t ''!hen the peri-
cardium becomes adherent to s;_irrounding struct:ires the muscular 
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band:3 Khich ;nrrounct the ve:l.01 1:-.. .:;riiice;:c :::.re ,;cc : 1-;7 rF1ndi-
The ;:;y::idro:ne in Picks' Di:3e.:. 'e and ciir::mic i:1trace.r:J.ial ~Jre;;;-
1. :=: ccr· over en~, Lre he:~rt. 
2. Scar over ventricles. 





FL1id insi.de, scar ocltside. 
Scar t:Slazed over he'=lrt, fluid out;::;ide and sca.r outsic.e fluid. 
Band of scar over the ventricles. 
4 
Band of scar over auricles. 
The :=cc•r tiasue which is laid down on the e:1icardium or parit--
tn.l pericardium in subject to subsequent contracture. V'lhen shrink-
age takes place the heart becomes compressed. Studies by Cutler102 
seem to indicate thµt the acc'.lm;.ilation of fl-uid in either the thorax 
or abdomen is dependent upon whether the rii;ht or left he.:irt is 
impeded. 
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Bur1·1ell and Flickin;;er, as a result of studies regarding cardiac 
o:.itput_ and the arterial venous difference of oxygen in ca:-;es with con-
stricting pericarditi3, came to the concludon that "such diminution 
in tot.,1 cardiac output may be expected to lead to weakness and fatig-
ability. The small output per beat cannot be increased in this con-
dition, and this limitation may be expected to lead to tuchycardia, 
a 10 1'1 pulse pressure and a limited tolers.nce for exerci:3e. The 
dimin:.ition in cardiac out~~mt is thus import!:int factor in production 
of sympto:r:;::;.---- 11 
The:3e men also believed that the increase in venous pressure was 
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an imlDrtant factor anci a ::ufficient increa;:,e in thL: pre;:;;3ure could 
leao to venou,. distention, to engorgeuent of the liver, to the for-
mation of peripher&.l edema nn() to the tran,:.idati::m 0f fluid L:1to 
ths peri tone~il and ;:leiral cavi tie:::. 
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Burwell CJ,nd Blalock believe that the elevation of the venous 
pre,s.3ure and the Qecre&se in cardiac o-.itout do not bear a ;::;im)le 
relationshi) to one another, because the elevation of the venou.s 
pres:=.nc»<: Jre lraably incre112es the dia.:tolic filling of the heart 
and thus tends to maintain or elevate the cardiac out!)ut per beat. 
Conversely, they think there is .::ome evidence that lowerin5 of the 
venou.:; )resscire (i.e., by db.re:::is or phlebotomy) may reduce the 
The,:::;e men have evidence that the high venolls pressure i::; more 
important than the low cardiac output in producing disability. 
1•)4 
Cranfidd, Gwyn, et ali :3tate th;:,,t the heart remains small 
as a result of the constrictine pericarditis and its activity is 
more impared in diastole. The inflow stasis, they have found, is 
pro5u.ced by tv10 caises: first, constriction about the orifices of 
the ;reat veins, and second, restriction of oiastolic expansion of 
auricular ':'JVl ventricular chambers. The reason the hes.rt doe:'3 not 
hypertrophy, according to therrJ., is bec&ll.38 of the interfer~nce with 
the coronary circulation. 40 Mott also believes that the reason the 
heart does not undergo hypertrophy is beca'J.se of the i.!lterference 
. th th . 1 t• H G . . H t . i 4 f th w1 ~ e coronary circu a ion. mc uire and aven::~ ein are o e 
same opinion stating "It is likely that encasing mass of fibrous 
tissue at times interferes with blood flov1 throuch the coronary 
arteries and may in part acco:.mt for fibrosis and de,;r:nerative 
chan(;:'.es in the myocardium usually found in this '.iisori'ier. 11 
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Adhe~L0ns: 
The L1ctor of sdhe."ions -- whether or not they bre of an in-
in fact, whether or n<:Jt they crm;cc the 
syridrome mu.'it be consir:lered. This fc:1ctor perha~)S :nore Lhan any 
other is resnon.'>ible for the lack of understa:iCiinc anc ag2eernent re-
gardlng Picks' Di~ea~e. 
Beck~)Sfrom an ex;_JerLnenbl ana clinical basis, bel leves that 
"it can also be saio that extra-pericarcial adhe.sions are siknt, 
a>'ld that i;:hile both of the.:e le:::;ion.s combined can increase the work 
load of the heart, still the;3e combi::.1ed lesions c.uually, but not 
always, lir:: .,;_]_ nt. A ;~econd way in 1.·ihich extra-pericb.rdial and 
intra.-ericarciial adhesion._ combined can affect the circulation is 
by angulating the heart from its normal axi ~. A third possibly is 
by the development of cardiac compression, bi.it in this condition the 
compre.ssing scar is the detrimental f<Lctor vvhile adhesions, v:hen 
present, are entirely silent and incioental. In general it can be 
stated that the irnport:mce of cardiac adhe2ions ha:' been greatly 
over-cm9hasized in the past. In mo;:;t cases the proauce no cir-
culatory embarrass:nent whatsoever." 
M G · - H + • 34 · t , f t t . 1 t th c uire and. avens vein, in a s uoy o au opsy ma eria a e 
Cincinnati General Hospital for a period of 1.) years, fo:..i..11d 
1. Adhesions binrling the visceral and i.;arietc_l pericardium 
firmly together either when unassociated with external pericardial 
adhe2ions, Qr when associated 'lfith adhesions firmly binding the 
heart to the diaphragm, lungs, or mediastinum only are asso~iated 
with carc~iac hypertrophy when complicating hypertension or some 
valvular le don co-exi::its. Ynis factor can explain the large hearts 
sometimes found with adherent pericardium. 
2. ExtE:rnal adhesions alone extending from the pericarO.iUi11 to 
various intra-thoracic str1ctJ.re::; do not cause and are not asso-
ciated with cardiac enlargement. 
Ochsner and Herrmann106believe that when external adhesions 
are present, internal adhesions are always associated and that it 
it is possible to have complete synechie. of the pericarcHal sac 
::itho:1t any evidence of external adhedons. 
c: • 107 · t+ t + 1 · th f t d · aa'-,~u:1on, J.n an a ueillp vO exp CllD C ac ~or;; reg er ing 
hesions :·ibmi ts the f ollovving reason in[;: 
11 The vena cavae when it leaves the dhc)hragm, i;::; e)~tra-peri­
caraial and i:o covere6 oy fibroLE tissie.... It may be (fibrous 
tiss·ie) a der i va ti ve from the ,·1iaphrat;m or f.rom the fibrocrn ba;; of 
the pericardiwn or independent of both. It is not covered !)y the 
pericardial .2erou2 SccC '.l..l'ltil about one hr:olf inc;1 before it enter:s 
the ric;ht airicle. Thi:3 three fourths Lich of vena cavae which h<L3 
as yet no connection with the serou:: sac of the 9ericardi:.1Ill, is 
ther,~fore very likely to be affected OJ a proliferation of connec-
tive tissue, such as occurs in mediastini tL;; but it is equa.Lly 
obvioi:~ that adhe· ~ !n:3 of the two layers of the ;3erou·~ sac, 
namely, thr:J.t overlying the heart muscle and that lining the fibrous 
bag of the pericardium -- cannot affect this pci.rt at all. 
It is possible therefore, to understand v1hy internal adhesions 
of the pericardium may occur without inducing any ::iign0 of -,res sure 
on the cava, such as obstructL')n to the entrc-.:nce of the olood into 
the right auricle, and consec:_ue!:1t increase in .size of the liver. 
Vihen such signs occur it 1.:ou!_d follow that we may a.s:::u:ne that ex-
tern&l E1.c' 1 12 .. l:m;::; have been formed. l'hi;:; interpretation, if cor-
rect, Yrnuld ex;ilain why :::oraetimes chronic pericardi tis may exist 
for years Nithout producine; any sym1Jtoms until gn,(:;ually those of 
myocardial de!i;eneration assert the:n..::elves, and, 0i1 the other hand, 
why very 1·a1)id signs of heart failll.re without ge:ieral ve:.lvular le::;ions 




writin; in 1895 present::: the modern view of the group 
who advocate the effect of adhe2ions in pro6ucing ,',~rmptom • He says, 
"The heart itself may be enlarged and h~rpertrophied or atrophied, or 
normal in size •••• When the heart is apparently atrophied, the peri-
cardial adhesions arE: :.isually dense and firm, and appear to have, so 
to ;.:;peak, 2trangled am:. compres;3ed the heart so as effectu1?.J.ly to 
prevent enlargement of it, or even its normal develop~ent, in the 
case of a chilcl v;ho arrives at mat1.irity. It is more difficult to 
accoT..,t for the enlargement of the heart that is .'.)ften found in 
as,soci.cition with, and is apparently due to, adherent :-,ericardiJJil •••• 
Why, then, is the heart normal in 2ize in some case;~, and con-
siderably enlarged in other case:.s of adherent pericardium? The ex-
planation I '.rnuld sllggest is the follov,i_ng: Vihen the heart i:3 found 
to be dilated and hypertrophied, there being no valvilar ciL3ease 
to account for it, it is che to the fact that it has been left in 
a condition of dilatation after the origiw1l attack of pericardi tis 
and that while in this condition of dilatation the pericardium ha::: 
beco.ne adherent; then the adhesions beco,ning organized, the heart 
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is cdfsctually pr·evented i'ro.a 11cain recovsrinc i tc:: nor:nal :_ize. 
Sub.::,equentlJ it u.nde:::·,;oc •_;ome hypsrtro1)hy. 
The follovtint., c;.re the :cte~:i.3 in the i:iroce;:;s: I:urinr.; the attack 
of pETic1:;.r-liti.:; the_ hu,rt become.::. c:msicierebl~· r;il .ted in con:3e-
:11sr1c2 0f :J1·2 :nyoc~ffc:i tL scc'.:ln1xmy lac; it; 8fter the ,:;J.bsidence 
of t:1e r-i_ti, .·k the heart remai~1s enle.rged. It i.:.o o!Jviouc:: that the 
fact of the heart being cnLffged &"'"lei. ciilated woula iavoJ.J.' the for-
:nati Yll of" adhesioi1;::; bJ the approximation of" the wall.·: of the he•:fft 
10mc" the y.:ricardium. A further contributory cau'"e ·;:ill be the f•·.ct 
that th2 heb.rt, in a concliti:m of dilat:1tio'1, oce.t. wit.ii le.J;-; force 
rm:J h:: .. :., le "'J >t:::r to free i Lslf fro:11 a6he :ions 'ioht:;n they forill. 
J:.go.in, as tne cu<ic,c diletation is due to rnyoc 0ircii tis accom1;Eu1ying 
the ,Y'Ticariiti.s, the con':,rnctile 9ci .. er of the nc-.rt !fi'..L:3t be im-
ps.ired, n0t only at the period of the att:,ck, but for some tb1e after, 
SQ that it remains dilated intil the )ericardiA.l ac1he ~ion,: hc:;ve be-
come o~q:;::mized into :'irm u..'1yiclc:lin;; fibro1;3 tissue, -r:hich prevent;3 
it g_gain contructing c,ov;n to ik nor:nal size. 
This would explain v;hy the heart sho-.ilcl in c:ome cases of ad-
here 1t ;ericarclium be found con;.:~iclera·::i1y 6ilateci and hypertrophied. 
The explanatiCJn -·.·hy, in other cases, the heart sho 111.d be of 
normal ·;ize i'iOUld be thc1t it had not dilated durin£ the oric;i1al 
attack of perlcarditis, cir else hhd recovered from its dilatation 
before adhesions were formed." 
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Fenton and Vacuez, wri tL1g at a :nuch lnter dfate, present 
vievrs almost identical with tho;::e of Broadbent. 
Albutt~7 a present day aJ.thority, write;:;, "In thece large, 
practically com;ilete adhesions the state of the henrt is not con-
stant; mechanical cau~3e;3 combine variably with the pathological. 
The prevailing evsnt is hypertrophy anO. dilatc:,tion in variou.':: re-
lative proportions. In ::come cases we are not surprised to find an 
atrophy. Much de9ends of co.irse on the ori;;inal infection and the 
age of the iJatient; disease of the ndocardiwn, the patency of 
arterial chc.:.:::-o .: :_"', .c--:·~,-- ·~: ,;r,. 
2n:''"'- ~__;,,-k, .. 0 , '-: E.lapse before any symptoms attri-
butable to pericardial adhesions may appear •••• 
It r:ould seem tlwt vc..lvuhr default is apt to arise in the~.;e 
cases of synechie, 22 a :c~o-c8lled "functior1[;l 11 derane;emE:n t, e de-
rrn:gemen t oue to distortion of the hcc :r+ r.·,+~hEr th&n to st·, tic Dl-
teration ~ in the Vl:ilvular apparatu::: itself v:hich may or may not be 
present. 11 
9S 
Youmans believes that a.dhe.sions differ in U1e tuberculous arid 
rheum~~tic forms of adhesive ptricc.rditis. .Accor6int:;; to him, the t:i-
berc;ilouE type of adhesion are rarely attached to the chest wall and 
evidence of the involvement of the pleura and rie:ci toneillll are common. 
"Indeed the peritonitis may be the cau,c;e of the ~Jre::;Emting symptoms. 
Not infrec1uently the pleural, occasLonally the peri toneE,l involve-
r.i.ent L: inactlve. A ~'trikinb finding i:: the r'·th::.;r fre, uent oc-
c~rre!l.CE of e<. true atrophic cirrhosis of the liver, v:hich may explain 
in part the asci tes." It i;c: cugt_:ested thc.t thi~ is due to i.:;ctual 
invoJvc:::ent of the liver by the disease process, is not second10:ry to 
heurt fdlire, 2nc that it 0ffers e'.ricience in Ojlpo~:i tion to the 
idea that the carciiac embarrm:sment h; the princi1·1[1l fret.or in the 
causation of the a;:;ci tes and liver chant,es. Peri~~pleni tis and some-
time;::, peri-hepati ti.:: L encountercdHn the rheumatic type, edhedons 
of the ~Jcric1::1rdium to the chc:st wall and dia::hragm are common. The 
heart shows ty!'.JLCE:.l rheumE,tic le":.;ion::; &nd the changes in the ab-
domen are the result of heart failure. 11 
Smith &nd. Liggett59 have exactly the oppod te icea. They :otate 
"Adhesions of rhewnatic origin are morr:: likely to be intra-peri-
cardiB1 while those of tuberculous etiology, are [,enerally extra-
pericardial. 11 
CBlcification: 
We have 2een thst 'r;hen calcification of the ;iericardium can 
be demonstrated oy X-ray in the pre.:.ence of certain ~;igns .:\nd symptoms 
1.• t . +h . f F. l I j • 
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is ~au o~onom1c o icss Ml.cease. 
Yet ccilcification of the pericc;rdium in itself doe2 not mean 
Picks' Disea.=,e. In the majority of cases there ic; a paucity of 
1 .. 1 r· ,. no 111 11·; c inice>. incnngs. "-· The age group is different from 
113 
Picks 1 Disease in that 72 % are over < 0 years of i::1ge. Pre-cor6ial 
pain is present in about 42%·and is due to direct involvement of the 
cardiac nerve by the calcified pericRrdium. 114 This is a rare .sign 
in Picks 1 DL~case. There "'ere only ;)5 ca.c3e;_; of calcified peric<rc3ium 
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The etiologicE,l fhctor- "''hen stucied, ho1''iC:vE.r, ln ~ :·:. clo 0 e 
relEttlon.::hi.:::, to Picks 1 The;:-e is 0tronL evidence in fevor 
of tuberculosis in the majority of the ce:.sc:, : .me e.ltho1J[h cr0 ,;c~ che 
to rheumetic vir..i;:; ~.mC::oubtedly occur, they ~<re lEo::.2 common and iJ0.3-
sibly the stre;,c-~ococcus or ;:,ome othsr orgrnism such as the pneu.111ococcus 
is occasionally responsible. 9"" J...ccording to Yomrrans '"' 11 i t seem;:; probsble 
that the me.jori ty of cases t' o .. calcific&tion of the pc icardiwn re-
pre;~ent Ei variation in the course of Picks 1 Disease due to ;oo:ne, 
C..E yet, unkno;m factor. 
Smith and Willi us 
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bdieve that calcification of the pericardium 
is a se':,uel of exten'oive chronic adhesive i'ericarditis and is an 
end result of the s2,me ir:.flrunmatory process that prociuces chronic 
adhe~ive pericarditis. 
In about 10% of the cases of aci.herent l'ericardium, calcification 
69 28 is pre21ent. This calcium ha2. the ;::;s.me con1po;-:iition as \vhen fo1md 
1 , . +· , .. llF e se·tJncrc in .. he oooy. 
11:5 
Out of this 10 ?13 we may c:.,;sw1e with Youmans, ·who in B study of 
104 ca::.cs found "th[1t there exists, hovmver, e group of CDseE in v;hich 
there is a definite and well markfd calcification of the peric-:-rdium, 
e.ssociated with _ui te constant chw1ge2 in other tis.oue;::. During life 
the,3e cases exhibit a chFiracteristic clinical syndrome, Fhich, with 
the pathologic changes, warrant their inclusion in a definite disease 
group. 
To su::rnarize the findings briefly thc.'.E case.<:: sho" pathologi-
celly en c·bliterative pericardti.s with calcification freciuently so 
marked as to deserve, the term 'arnorecl heart'. In addition, there 
is usually fO'm6 chronic inflamu11:ttion of the pleura or peritoneum 
or both, end all t;rc;de0 of changes in the liver, from single chronic 
puss:\ve cont:;estion to true atrophic cirrhosL:~, including pc:ri-hep-
ati tL. arc.d ace' donal rierispleni tis. The helu·t, as a rule, Ehows 
either no n.bnorrwl findings or else degener&tive ch,.·nges in the 
muscle itself. Clinically the :e case:c cxhibi t characteristically, 
in the eci.rly ;:,t,,6e2, the picture of cirrhosis of the liver; marked 
and frec1uently recurring a~·ci te'; without edema of the legs, en-
larged liver with little or no jaundice, 8. sense of fu.llnes,3 in 
the uppc:;r ahdomen, digestive disturbances, and occasionally pain. 
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To the:.oe me:.y :)e addE;Cl, althout.;h thF-y u:::uclly appP1::.r lc1 te in the cour:,e 
of the lsea: e, the sli;n. 'nd .':ym1)toms of cc..rcU[.C f c:ilure, &.'.' a r~1le 
v,'ihtout c..ny evidc;-ice of e:.ny pn tic-'ll?r v::.lv1_ll.e.r c'i:::es.::c. The co·.ir::c 
of the cli;3e.'lse is cher cterl;:;tically :::101'., in:sid.iou2 .c:nd intermittent. 
21 
Stokes beo.ieve:: ths t &.trophy is an i:c.:varic:ble accomlirmimf-nt 
of C'.:'lcifiEd p;:.rice..rc'iium and due to mechfanicE,l cau;:es. 
The similarity of the cases of calcified pe:dcarc1ium to that 
group of cr=.:t' (filled Picks' Disease is even more striking when one 
con;::;iders that in many of the reputed co.;::e::, of Picks' Li;sea:::e, eTe 
in aC.ci tion ca sec of calcified pericardiwn, notBbly so in tvro of 
Picks ovm cases. One is, therr:fore, justified in stt::ting th12t 
wlen calcification of the pericbrdium produces symptoms, they are 
those of Pick' s syndrome -- that al though the age group is more 
adv&nccd h: cu.,:c:' of calcified pericardium, the symptom&tic group 
occ'.ir at the younger age levels, and that calcification of the 
pericardium repre::oents an advanced st&<Se of Picks' Disease probably 
associater5 with a 0rimary J:)Olyserosi tis. 
Respiratory system: 
The respiratory finciings in Picks' Lisease depei1d on whethe1· 
or not the left ventricle is involved. If it is the disturbance 
is most felt "in the lesser or pulmonary circuit' in the way of 
d th t • t ' 1 . d ~ fl 59 98 yspnea, as ma ic symp oms ana pu monary e emo. •••• 
B k 11 . f . t d b h" . t t ec arguing rom experimen s ma e y is assis an Miss 
Maltby, where it was found that the a~ount of blood ~ut out by the 
heart could be reduced to 50% and the actual output in the adult 
per beat could be as little as 25 cc, feel.s that "the dearth of 
oxygen in the sluggish venous circulation is a stimul:.is to the re-
spirator~' ct~: tu· and ciyspnea may be produced." 
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Kci th, lOlin an O'ltstm:dinL; article on the physiology of the 
hear·t in various dL:..ea.::e;s ob.served 
w/'aien the pericc;rdium becomes fixeci by ad..hesion~:, to the lung;::; 
and che.3t wall a number of obscure symptoms follo':; owing to the 
arrest of the norrn.&l re.· pirF:ttory movt-ment;:: of the heart. The type 
of re.spir~1tion rnay chanze; the lJatient instEa.d of gsininL hL in-
spiratory ::;pace by a for:.ar6 he1we of his abdominal wall, cue to 
the de.:cent of the diaphrai:.;m, inf:3pire:::; by expanding the wall::. of: 
his chest and body in u hteral dil·ection. .Eurber, in .=oome of 
the.3e cuses, especailly if the ~nflarrunator~' proce;-;:s and cc.dhe;c;ions 
have been confined to the r::.tructure:c.: of the posterior mec:iastinwn 
between the bEise of the heart 511Q. the spinal colu;rm a peculie.r 
type of heart E-ction -- pulsus-paracoxu.2-- ma,7 e.ppear.... TheE;e 
condition,,~ find their explanation in the distended respiratory 
movements of the heart." 
Paradoxical pulse: 
The K'.lssmaul or purar:ioxical ::iul2e h an interesting finding in 
the syndrome fo!Jlld in Picks' Disease. Kussm8ul in 1874, in his 
original description, made the followi:r:t; observation: 
"Clinically our affection of chronic inflammation of the peri-
cardium end its obliteration, which is a criterion of mediastinitis, 
les.ds to a peculiar pulse phenomenon from time to time associated 
with unusual behaviour of the neck veins. During the time that the 
sternum with each inspiration exerts a narrov:ing tug u;io:1 the as-
cending aorta or the arch, the puL;e in all the arterie;J becomes 
regularly and rhythmically smaller, while the heart movements re-
main constant. Thus ·d th each ins;::iiration at regularly repeated 
intervals, the pulse becomes smaller to return again with expiration. 
I propose, therefore, to call this the paraooxical pulse, partly 
becau~e of the peculie.r dispror:;ortion between the heart activity 
and the arterial pulse; partly becau~e the pulse, in spite of seeming 
ir~ei:;ul:_ri tyi in reality has become a regularly recurring waxing 
and waning •1 6 
Kussmaul felt that the fibrinous growth tencied to produce in 
the mediastinwn "a callous skein and compact threads, which ex-
tend upward from the pericardiu.rn to the arch of the aorts, innonimate 
vein, surrounding the stem of the.~;e vessels, dra· .. ing, kinking and 
twisting them, binding the arch against the pericEn·dium, and joining 
the vessles directly to the upper p~Tt of the breast bone. The 
pulse in all of the c:rteries will be small or disappear entirely 
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58 during inspiration, and return to normtl during ex1)iration. 11 
An intere::;tin.; observation 'iwde is trwt -d th this phenomenon the 
vein::; in the neck, ef~.t)ecic.lly the bulb of the jugulc.r vein, .,,_·ill 
be sviollen during inspiration •. 
-· , Bl Hirscnfelder, vfri ting at a later 0Dte substan-'c.i:: tes Kussmaul 1 s 
theory by experimen t.:c on 6ogs. 
Schreiber, in distingui3hing the tr.le from the false Pulrns 
paradoxus, gives tho.:E: criteria: 
1. It must be felt in all accessible arteries. 
2. It does not re1uire a deep inspiration. 
3. There must be nJ irregulf•rity of the heart action.116 
Gauchat and Katz
116
::oncid.ered the occurrence of this phenomenon 
and the abnormality of the respiratory tract and believe it to be 
produced by modification:: of the intra-pleural pre~~2ure. The ex-
periment2lly showed that adhec:ions need not be attached to any 
particular vessel, b;.it may be fastened anywhere betv1een cardiac 
structures, and thoracic parietes, and ... till be capable of producing 
pulsus pare.doxus. They also showed that mechanical compression of 
the aorta produced an immediate effect upon the amplitude of the 
pulse. Compression of the pulmonary vein caused a decrease in 
pulse amplitude Bfter one or two beats and compression of the vena 
cav&e h;:J} the si:,me effect after three or four beats. They believe 
that these time relations show that the pul.sus paradoxus is always 
the direct or indirect result of parietc,l occlusion of the pul-
monary vessels, the aorta, or both, and never due to compression 
of the vena cavae. They think that a paradoxical pulse probably 
appears in both the pulmonary and systemic circuits, end that the 
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arterid pulsus parac.ioxus is due to the imp<:lired flow in to the 
left ventricle. 
A1~cites V"ithout edema: 
The pre"cnce of the marked ascites .ith little or no extrcmital 
edema, is a point of great interest. Rolle;:.ton explcins t~1e mecha-
nism of the ascites as follo~s: 
"The per·icardial adhesions by contracting, lead to dilatation 
of the right auricle, inferior vena cavae and hepa-Sic veins, end 
by this means free re5ur6·itation of blood into the liver i.s rendered 
permanent. It is pos.sible that at the time of the pri:nary peric2rdi tis 
inflammation spreads to the mouth of the hepatic vein.s i:mcl by weaksn-
ing their walls leads to dilatation and so to a freer entry of blood 
into them. When once brought about, this dilatation of the hepatic 
veins becomes perm&"lent. The brunt of the backward pressure thus 
falls on the liver, while the other branches of the inferior vena 
cavae, the ren&l anO. ilic.c veins, suffer less than in ordinary 
cases of chronic enf;orgement of cardiac origin. 11 117 
Eisenmenger c~uoted by Wells54attributes the ascites without 
edema of the legs to conditions outside the liver, chiEfly, torsion, 
compression or angulation of the inferior vena cavae by the pericardia-
mediastinal adhe:::.ions; or el:e through a localized peritonitis, with 
some possible etiological relation to the pericarditL:;, at the trans-
verse fissure of the liver. 
Roberts
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has pointed out that in more typical cases when the 
disease does not extend beyond the pericardium some f:irther ex-
planation of the predominance of the ascites over other signs of 
obstruction to venous return must be sought ±or. He suggests that 
the asci tes predominates, since the liver i.s entirely dependent 
on the blood being sucked out of the liver when the chest expands, 
whereas all other parts of the body have some adci.itional means of 
getting blood toward the heart. To quote: 
"The accepted explanations, I think, do not suffice because 
they depend on anato~ical fallacies. It is supposed that the 
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hepatic vein':; are more compres2.ed than is any other port of the 
vena cava, but there arc no hepatic veins o•itside the liver, anci so 
they c>:~nnot be compre2 ;::ed in the pericarciium. 11 
c:: • lO?b l" th i· . [. t• ~ ,. h t• t h ._.imon e ieves e . irru·c,a ion 01· oiep rE:cma ic movemen as 
a ver~' im~:io:ct1.nt bearing on the liver. Physiologically it is com-
pres2€:d by the descent of the diaphrat;m, anci in i t:3 b.rn t)resf.;es on 
the vena cava, so that the blood from the hep1:;tic vein:.:; is um~··ed 
up throui:,h the inferior vena cavae into the right auricle. Ii 
the diaphragm does not act, this free pc.ssage of blood does not 
take place; it is dammed up in the liver 1;hich becomes ;:owollen. 
tl6 
\'lenkeba.ch has given a qai te plcc'J.c:ible explsnation of the 
presence of a.sci tes without edena of lower extremeties which is as 
follows: He believes it possible that abnormal inspir&.tory trE.ction 
upon the crura of the diaphragm compresses the blood in the upper 
part of the infsl'ior vena cavae and thus leads to undue 0.istention 
of the hepatic veins and ultimately to hepatic obstruction and 
asci tes (especially as then' are no valves in the hepatic veins). 
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Weiss, quoted by Kelly, attributed the cau:ce of the dispro-
portionate asci tes to changes in the blood vessel,:; of the peri toneu.m, 
the res 1J.l +, of chronic peritonitis. He believed that in conseqUE.nce 
of the pericerdial obliteration, general venouc-' congestion occurs; 
that in co:J:c:equence of the inflanmation of the peri toneu,.t, the 
peritoneam becomes a punctum minimae resistentL:e; that tran,:;udation 
of serwn occur:-:; more readily from the altered vessel0 of the peri-
toneum than from other ves;~els of the body; and that in c::msequence 
of the develo9ment of the ascites venous cont;estion in other parts 
of the body is relieved, and the development of edema more or less 
presented. 
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HarrL;, also quoted by Kelly99believes thvt thi=: e::~.t)lonation of 
the occ:ur:·rn:e ,)f tl1c a~cites i.:; that a chronic peritonitis en.:u.es 
and to it the asci tes Ls c1"'..1e. iie; feel that E:"'..l.Ch chr:mic peri-
toni tis in ':ome: in::tnnce,:; ma~r po: ;~ibly be an i:ic1epenclent affection, 
end ons not 0irectly connected with the ':1eci2 ::otinal or pericarc1ial 
lesion; in other ca.2es it is conceivable that the chronic venous 
conge;::tlon rlic to the intra-thoracic: effects set2' UiJ the chronic 
peritonitis. 
2mi th one.:. LiLgett59in a :.:t:idy of 107 cases found thc.tt the 
incidence of the presence of esci tes without edema of the 10\;er 
extremeties was 54%. 
Beck11found that when the venous ::_:iressure re.·. ched 16 cm. of 
physiological solution of N;CL the liver become;c: palpable and as-
cites appears. 
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Ramsey tell c us that ·~he a3ci tes ra)idly appears after tap-
ping. The asci tic fluid.,he says, is u::.:ually of a yellow or a;nber 
tini t ,:.:hawing albumin. 'l'he :3pecific gravity i;:; 1..015 or higher. 
Liver: 
Rolleston48believes that the liver in Picks' Disease sho·;;s 
advanced changes of chronic venous engorgement with fibrou;3 re-
placement es~Jscially under the capsule, where to the n~.ked eye 
the appeareillce suggests chronic thickening of the peritonewn. 
The difference can, bov:ever, be seen at once by microscopic ex-
aminati'.ln. 
Elliott and Nadlerll9alrn are of the opinion that typical 
Picks' Disease does not ;~how a peri-hepatitis. The apparent cap-
sular thickening, they think, is che to a great incrEa e of fibrous 
thickening beneath the capsule. "When actual capsular thickening 
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i.s pre;Jent this is believed to be acci6er:tel; 3'J.Ch ca,c;_e,:' are con-
mul tiph .c.:u·o0i tis..... Fibro.~i;:, i confined to u small Pru, cmder 
ar:cl to ..:mall ;~cattered i.'l::1JiC~;" .hert; the i:d.:ting, connective ti::.sue 
a1)pears 1irominent becaa.~s of etrophy oi he;~'atic cells. n 
,.., + l" ·331 1 • th t '' 1 d ' t l" 09re.gue c v a i )e· __ ieve ~J.E.. t,ne et.r :_y an . 9reponceN,n . iver 
invol•:G'.C'lt Ln con;:tricttive perics.rdi tis is die not to a ;)eri-
hepati tL. which may or may not be present (oeriendint; on the oc-
currence or o:,bsence of polysero;3i ti.s) but to the i:~ruter tendency 
for ob.struction to blood flo 1.~ Oclt of the hepatic veins than in the 
inferior vena cavae itaelf. The reason, they think, for this ten-
den.cy fo;:· obatruction to blood flow out of the he;:atic vein, is be-
cause 
1. Pressure in hepatic veins le~:c::: than in inferior vena cavae. 
2. The hepatic veins eml~ ty into the inferior vena cavae just 
below the diaphragm at an acute angle which i;:: mHde ec:tsily more acute 
with rc:ulting narrowinc of the mouths when therE is pressure from 
above by pcricarc:ial adhesions or fluid.. 
Volhard, quoted by Rothstein, 25is of the opinion that the "hep-
atic cont;e.0 tion, en1Er6erient, and eventual cirrhosis are generally 
considered &s due to hepatic vein obz;truction re2ul ting from the 
kinking a:'1d the compre.:sion secondary to the chronic mediastino 
pericfardi tic adhesion:, 01:l;:0tr1cting the large vein.3 of the. c&val 
system. 
6R 
Willius ~found that there was no in+~ed'erence with the function 
of the liver from obstr'J.ction except for ik circ'.llation. 
The type of cirrhor:::.i0 one finds in the liver in this con-
cii tion is the .::o-cc,llecJ csr;iie.c cirrho;:;i~ -- th1.t is, "the only 
t;rpe of ~'. ir·-·11c'r::: is in which the inc:ceased fibrou:~ tL<ue L~ founci 
lnO 
at the C(..nter i·c.ther thr:n c•t the )Eriphery of the lobult;.·. 11 ;:., 
c; ,_,e.,ueura, ,uoted by Keith, lJlthink;: that the liver trnderne.:,~-
whh·h is found, at time.,, L; u·..ie , urEly to venou buck pre.·~:un:. 
The respir:c~t0ry mecheni::m i.s clo.se:ly connected l':i th the ;•ize of 
the live .• · .:inc•0 vi th improvement of thL=: mec~·rnnifom thE:Ore L.o a de-
c:;:·ea.:: e in the ,_ i ze of the liver. 46 
Poly.sero;~i tis: 
KE..lly 99who has written a masterpiece on multiple serosi tis is 
quoted '~irectly on his icieas rc~,arding thi;3 condition: 
"Now, what I believe is that what is true as regards ex-
perimentt:l work 2.nd acute infections L; true also as reg1..1rds chronic 
infections; that is, the attempt on the part of the peritoneum to 
remove certain noxious agents -- for instance, the tubercle bacillus, 
the infective agent of rhswnatism, and other disea~es, probably 
certain toxic sub2ta..'1ces -- may result in pertial or co:nplete success. 
In the latter in::.'tsnce the :;_)eri toneurn may be completely rid of the 
inf0 ~tive agent, which, bei:--g carried to the medi2stinal lymph 
vessels and lymph bland.s, may infect the pericurcium or the pleura, 
giving rL.e to a 9rimar-y pleuri tis or pericc.rci tis. Sub;:oerpcntly 
the peritoneum may become infected. In other ce:scs the atte:npt on 
the pert of the peritone: . .un to remove the infective abent beint on1-y 
partially succes3ful, the rq~ion about the liver a.nc1 tile nnder s.ir-
face of the diaphragm :cucc:imbs and a pri:nary peri-hepati tis occur:j. 
2ub~_ec;ucntly the infc-ctive agent may travel through the diaphragm 
and infect the pi:'ricE1rdi:.im, or the pleura or both. In the.se cases, 
on acco 1rnt of the peculhr lymphatic supply of the surface of the 
live and the :.mde:;:· :::urface of the dis.uhragm the infective agent 
being n.s it weee concentrated to the rei:;ion about the liver, es-
pecially to the nei,;hborhoo(~ of the .-:us1)ensory ligament to:ya.rd 
v;hich many of the lymphatic;::; converge, gives rise to the exce:::sive 
and. often hyperpla;:;tic lesions sometimes ob:-~erved. ~ •• 
I believe that in the majority of the c&ses .~rirrary importwce 
in the prod..iction of /."_sci te:: cannot be as igned to the liver. Impor-
tance of iJerihepati tis anc~ tt1e 1)eri toni tis in caudng the a~>ci tes 
~no that in consec~uence of the inflammation, the peritoneum becomes 
a locus minoris rei:oi:~tan.tiae; that in conseciuence of the chronic 
pericf_rditis -- in reality the pancarditic; -- the functional activity 
of the myocarciium is interfered vri th; that in consec~uence of the 
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Chronic pericarditis--in reality the pancarditis--the functional 
activity of the myocardium is interfered with; that in consequence 
of the lessening of the functional activity of the myocardium the 
circulation of the blood is more or less impeded--in some cases 
insensibly impeded; that the region that first manifests the sen-
sible evidences of impeded circulation is the locus minoris resis-
tentiae--the peritoneum; that the relief afforded the general venous 
circulation by the accumulation of the ascites, probably indirectly, 
prevents to some extent the occurrence of oedema of the extremeties, 
that the connective tissue hyperplasia of the liver in some of the 
cases is due to the same causes that induce the serous membrane in-
flammation--the irritant being carried by tte lymphatics into the 
liver substance from the diseased capsule; and that in different 
cases the ascites is increased by the contraction of the nearly 
formed connective tissue of the capsule, by the concomitatant peri-
tonitits in the transverse fissue of the liver should it compress 
the vessels (wr·ich occurs rHrely if at all), by the marked congestion 
and its consequences, by concurrent cirrhosis (which is unusual), 
and by the general failure of the circulation toward the close of 
life. 
De Renzi quoted by Ramsey49in discussing the polyserositis 
believed the peritoneum to be usually involved first, then the 
right pleura and then the pericardium, and if the right pleura was 
involved first then that the disease extended to the peritoneum and 
thence to left pleura and the pericardium. Whether the lesion be-
gins above or below the diaphragm the ul tima.te lesions are generally 
the same and the condition is essentially a chronic multiple sero-
si tis, which he t•,inks. generally pursues a remarkably slow and 
insidious course giving rise to exudation of large quantities of 
sero-fibrinous fluid. 
"The fluid portion of the exudate is generally reabsorbed, 
leaving the fibrinous substance deposited upon the involved viscera. 
This fibrinous deposit is then invaded by leucocytes, mast cells, 
and fibro blasts; blood vessels are scanty and there is a tendency 
toward lamellar formation. 
This peculie,r over-growth, of fibrous tis sue may become hyalin-
i zed, giving the deposit a glistening a'ipearance; it may even resemble 
a cartilagenous substance and the deposit of lime salts may give rise 
to the formation of bone like plaques. 
Dense adhesions to the surrounding tissue may undergo cicatrical 
contraction." 
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Beck, 86 •121however, is of the opinion that when the organs become 
covered by a lB,yer of fibrin and fibrous tissue thai this condition 
is not produced by infection. but that venous stasis without infect-
ion can ~roduce it. In his experiments he showed that a perihepa-
titis usually follows, 11a chemica.l irration of the pericardium and 
that ascites is a consequence." This fact he feels demonstrates that 
the pericardium and Glisson 1 s Capsule are in close relationship, and 
what 11affects one may affect the other." 
Experimental Work: 
Hosler and Williams 122•123experimented on 26 dogs by attaching 
the pericardium to the diaphragm and the ventricles to the diaphragm 
and then vigorously exercising the dogs on treadmills. They also 
studied 47 autopsy cases with extensive perica.rdial adhesions. From 
these studies they came to the conclusion that "adhesions to the chest 
wall do not cause hypertrophy contrary to the common accepted belief--
and as paradoxical as it may seem, we are led to believe that adhesions 
per se do not cause circulatory embarrassment, unless they are extensive 
enough to cause cardiac compression. We believe they have been over-
emphasized in the past. 11 
Blalock and Burwe11124prod.uced Picks dis ease in two dogs by the 
introduction of aleuronat into the pericardial cavity. They found that 
the thickening and fusion of the pericardium were associated with a dila-
tion of the thoracic duct, with a lymph pressure elevated to anproxima,tely 
the same extent as the venous pressure, and with a small a.mount of blood 
in the proximal end of the duct. They drew no conclusions as to the 
part the elevated lymph pressure plays in the accumulation of fluid in 
the serous cavities. 
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These ~en also fu~nd the cerebrospinal fluid pressure 3reatly ele-
vated. 
Beck and Griswold.7 4nroduced fullv develoDed Pick syndro es in clo;:i:s 
~ . ~ ~ 
without any adhesions between pericardi;.i.n '~nd epic~~rclitu;i. In these ca~>es 
the i:ipecli:ner.t to tht:o circulation was fo~:nd to be )roduced 'JY sc<:'!.r tis-
sue formation in the 9artietal pericardjJm, without any adhesions to 
the heart. their concl~sions were that: 
"The essential factor in the :Jroduction of Picks disease, as can 
be seen fro J the experiirients, is fibrosis and contract ~re of the parietal 
pericardiu:'1 or epicardium or '.Joth, forcnin 13 a casino; of scar which corn-
press0s the heart and primarily obstructs its filling, interferinc; with 
cardio.c motion as a tightly fhtint; glove impairs any free movement of 
the hand. Generalized adhesions between the epicaruiu~n trnd the epi-
cardium and the parietal peric'..l.rdhim are not S'.Sficient in the«rnelves 
to 1>rodu.ce polyserositis. S,ich adhesions can oe produced experimentally, 
and similar conditions are fo~nd clinically in which poly~erositis does 
not develop. Nor is generalized adhesions necessary for the develop~ent 
of polyserositis. A D~rked degree of polyserositis developed in one 
experiment in wr,ich there were no adhesions to the heart." 
;(:altby125froin experirnents on the cardiac outpctt introduces the 
term cardiac index, by which is ;'"1eant the cardiac output per square :!leter 
of body s~:rfa.ce. The nor1:1al, accortiing to her, is 2.2 +or - .3 lit'3rs 
per minute. Any deviation greater than 15.1. when deter·nined by the 
acetylene method she feels is pathological and is strong confirmatory 
evidence of constriction of the heart. 
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Treak1ent of the co:1pressed heart consists es2entially in surgery. 
Pl. sul.'-' 84 exr~- resses t' · J 1 1- h " · · 1 t · h t ..... , nis we_.. ···:nen e says a oi a eo . 'Jar is r_·_ :nedical 
disorder. A co npressed heart is "'· scArgicul disorcier." 
In the literat0re one finds ~any inst~nces of this condition being 
treated by :nedical ~eans sue~ as digitalis: diuratics, high protein diet, 
restriction of fl0ids, etc. 
~. Tice, 43Blliot and Nadler119advocute the ~se of digitalis. 
7 '7 
Stewart, Heuex; Dietrick 'et ali however say that the "use of digitalis 
api:iears to be contra indicated except under certain circu:nstances." 
These :_1 en state that di;:_i;italis decreases cardiae size and increases 
ventricular contraction. In the presence of chronic constrictive peri-
carditis the size of the heart may already be restricted and the cavities 
small and further decrc~se in size may not be beneficial, b~t may in-
crease the obstruction. On the other hand the heart is pro~ably con-
trctcting as fully as possible vvhile it is attached to the unyieldini:; 
pericc:..rditu1. 
Lawrence and ;;orton80also state that Digitalis produces no bene-
ficial effect on patients with this disorder. 
ChurchilJ.
22
in discussin,s this problo~'i .otates "If i::nprove:;ient re-
sults fro;:1 digitalis therapy it is probable that the nyocurdial insuf-
ficiency is playing an i·1portant role in the case in iuestion. If im-
provement does not follow, rest ancl c-~ci:ninistrati:;n of di;::;i talis the 
r:10chanical factors ';:::._y be considered pe_ra:1ount; but an underlying 
~nyocurdial weakness c :.nnot be excluded." 
Stewart and Heuer 73warn us that "Venesection a9pears to ·be contra 
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indicated in th,~ Ilre3ence of ttis syndro;:1e, since the elev::~_tccl veno~s 
pressure nay represent the b;ad of jJresst.<re '.·ohich is re~ c1ired to 11ain-
tuin the circ .lation." 
Stewart, Heuer, et ali77preopere_tively keep the fL.L:J intake clown 
to 1200 cc, the salt to 2 3rams a ciay, und a hi5h ~rotein diet. 
F). 1 84 ' . isu a aaV1se::> thu.t any dru~:; v,-hic'1 depre:;ses the respiratory 
center is contra indic<·<ted in c1;_rdfo.c compression. 
fo plannint; the operatir:n of decorticc:.tion of the 2:1 ee.rt~ certain physio-
loe;ic considerations have ·:ore than ::::. ':lere theoretical 0earin;:; on the 
-iuest:On. The J.nfortunate res lts in a number of the cases of pericardial 
resection that have found their wu.y into the li terat~re huve emphasized 
the import:ince of having cle::i.rly i>-1 mind an accurate knowledge of the 
pathologic changes in the individual cases. 
One is forced to admit ::i.t the outset, that no reliable criteria 
exists for determining thu cap' ~ility of the cardiac musculature to 
withstand the Sl.:ddenly increased load. !~umerous observations and ex-
periraent:::i have deaonstrated that untler the conc~it:i or;s of nor11C:tl life 
the pericardium plays no h1portant part in sup..•Ortint; the wall of the 
heart. Conditions 111ay be different, however, ~~hon t:ie '.tyocardiL<rn has 
been damaged by infection. Futher, in an individual case it >nay be 
difficult to differentiate the sy;J}pto:•ts of c:.1.rdiac failure clue to 
r1echanical factoro fro:n t11ose referable to myocardia1 weakness. 22 
Two factors which must be taken into consider~tion are rheumatism 
and tuberculosis. We have seen that ''if rheumatis~ can c~use Picks 
disease it does so only in the rarest cases." 10 This fa.ct is of 
uk1ost importance to the surgeon, "and should lead hi:n to c{uestion 
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seriously the propriety of underta~in~ the 0~2ration in patients with 
rhewr:atic heart diueo.se. .'hile rhetYnatic fever r:ot infrEq,rnntly causes 
obliterativn of the ~eric~rrtio.l CQVity, thG evidence that these adhes-
ions may prodc.;ce the constrictive pericar(litis syndro:;,e is slic_;ht inCeed. 
-~ctive tuberc•.Jlosit3 of t!":s 1.:iericarcliu-:1 1~::-_y produce the mtire syrnlro:ne 
of chronic constrict~ve perid&r~itis. The )Oint at i~sue is whether 
operation can be effective if 0erfo~~d ~~ring the active phase of the 
infection." 
aegardinz this last point the re?Orts in tho literature Of OJOra-
tions perfor;:rnd durin,:_;; t'.11'3 .i)eriod u.re ;..:nifor~.1ly discourac;ing. 
J..6 Blalock_, 
in a study of 43 patients strongly s~spected of havin3 or proved to 
have tu ;erc;J.losis of the pericardium found," :ost of the patients were 
over 40 years of a..:;e. A positjve dia3nosis waB u::._de u.:-) :=~ re~mlt of 
aspiration operation, or autopsy on 25 patients. The pericurdi~1 on 2 
of these patients was drained during the ac~te stage, under the mistaken 
impression that there W'..1S a pyogenic infection <-'.ncl these patients died 
a nw;1ber of wee:Cs later. The only patients in this group who are living 
are 4 of those on whom psricardiectomy was perforr~ed after the fluid 
disappeared and u ~ore chronic stage of the disease was reached. However 
some activity wcs still present. This is not meant to ir:1ply that all 
patients with tuberculosis pericarditis die unless oporution is per-
forned. Tuberculosis pericarditis was strongly suspected but not proved 
for the remaining 18 patients, who were in general less ill than the 
other~ 8 of these are dead, 4 are free of symptoms, and the renainin,~; £ 
are wholly or partially incapacitated." 
The dia;;nostic problem is, therefore, to recognize the active phase 
of this disease and postpone operative interference with the belief that 
the best ch;rnce for life lies in a self termination of the active tuber-
culosis process. "If and when activity subaides aml the patient is 
left with a healed scar consttictin;:i; the heart, surr:i;ery can 1e success-
fully underta~cen." 
Of equal importance to the state of the :~yocardium is the :natter 
of balance between the actions of the right and left ventricles. Church-
· J 122b i · "It · f' th t t . t t t . tl t t i _ e ieves, is o .e gr ea es imp or ance o ascer ain 1e ex en 
to which the scar involves these two cha~bers. If the output of the 
right ventricle is suddenly increased by decortication whiile the left 
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ventricle remains in scar, the area of venous stasis is ':1erely trans-
ferred fron1 the ca val syste''JS to the lungs and disaster follo11s." 
l<.,luoroscop:ic exan:inution in different positions with special ob-
servations of tl-,e ventricles is invaluaole in ascert'lin:in,~ -G}te extent 
to which each is involved ir tha scar. Also information will be 
gained re~arding tubercular effusions. 
Schmieden
126
in disc;,1ssin0 this proble; states that the, "Degree 
and extent of scar forrmtion and distruoances. in the coorclination of 
V13_rious partsof the heart can be estirr:1:i.ted to a certe.in degree before 
o;,,eration. 'Xhen the heart action on the left side is jctst slightly 
impaired there is notl~in_:; r;iore than dam:ning bac~' of the inflow on the 
right side, as stated by Volhard. Careful roentgenological observation 
of the heart wal1 show the heart contour absol~tely rigid and motion-
less on the rie;ht cF1d the s-..iporior vena cavae as a broadened bund cL.e 
to back flow. 
The left side still s',ows good motion. If the incarceration of 
the left heurt has progressed to a greater extent, clinical symptoms 
of a left-sided inhibition of inflow will )revail. Great air hunger, 
oedema of the lung, and bilateral hydro thorax, which can hardly be 
checked by pleural puncture. In s;.ich cases the X-ray will show weak 
excvtrsions of the left heart also. 11 
"4 Schrnieden/ one of the pioneers in t> is field who has had more 
extensive experience than ~ny other single operator, presents ~is f~nda-
mental prinicples: 
1. Liberati~n of the left ventricle first, in order that it 
can receive and im:riedi<itely deliver to the syste·:1ic circ,;lcti .:n the in-
creased output of the right ventricle followin~ its subseqiient decorti-
cation and thus avoid the right sided venous con~estio~, that would other-
wise occur. 
2. Freeing of t!1e right ventricle v:1:ic'-, then '-~s_,ally diLtes 
more efficaciously and beats stronger. The final freein~ of the right 
heart shoulcl ;O done in a syste;'Jic s:;.c.cesive ,;n1:ner. 0 vin_; to the thin 
wall of the a~ricles, these should not be freed. 
'.'/hereas, previoi~s1y there was con~iderable disctJ.ssion as to the 
extent of the decorticc.1tion, at t:. e qr:3sent tir:1e t!1e i 'lJortcrnt .1uestion 
:Ls consideration of wh::::.t IJ ~rts of the t ickened !)ericf:l.rdiwn should be 
8.llowecl to re:'Ylt'_in as SLli-' 1Jort to the weaicened heart wusc -~la.t-,tre. Because 
of the aoove described danger of an c;.c:,:te tric1rnpid ins::fficiency und 
also in order to avoid the develop~ent of deficiency of the aJriculo 
ventricular valves, thus leadin~ to the ~~mediate occ~rence of an in-
flow venoJs congestion, the decorticution should never be perfor~ed be-
yond the coronary sulcus. 
Burwell and Blalock 7\1ucstion Schmiedens state;•1ent that the left 
ventriculav- scar should be dAcoriica~:od first. '.rhey reason that most 
of the si.~ns and symptoms are attributable to back pressure from the 
right side of the heart and "it would seem i:1_::Jortant to decortieate the 
rir;ht ventricle." 
Regarding the operation, '.7hite10believes that the, "so-called 
Delorme operation of pericardial resection is the only cure for chroric 
percarditis or Picks disease. It is evident that Brauer's single opera-
tio~ once called cardiolysis but better designated thoracolysis, can-
n<!lt help in the least in freeing the heart fro:n its shell of fibrous 
pericardium, although t- is operation may be'suc-cWJid :ln rare cases where 
there :::.re important external adhesions glueing the heart to the chest 
wall itself or in patients with very large hea:ir'ts, which raise the ribs 
in systole and not only incr-·ase their work thereby but ea.use rruch per-
cordial disco~fort. There are four e8sentia1s for a succesful opera-
tion of pericardial resection. 
1. The evaluatior1 of symptoms and si?_;ns that ·:ia'.zes the diagnosis cer-
tain. 2. ~election of a case that is more or less crippled and yet 
a reasonable risk for the extensive operation that is necessary. 3. 
An expert anaesthetist (our own cases have had general anesthesia 
under ether). 4. An experienced thoracic surgeon who is bold und yet 
cautious, who will do enough to free the heart and yet not too much 
to endanger the patients life." 
(\ 
According to Sprae;ue, 1 there are four ty,_ies of cases which may 
get relief fro,:1 operation. Those with: 1. Chronic obstructing bands 
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across the vana cava. 2. 
and fluid (tuberculosis). 
Calcified pericardi~~. 
Subacute pericarditis with thic~ened la:reri:; 
3. Completely adherent pericardi~w. 4. 
We have seen that the operation of choice is the Delorr:ie proce-
dure of decortication of the heart. A few, however, such as Loc~wood 12 7 
1G8 and Va.ouez · do not a1Jprove of the Delorme operation. Vaquez states 
that it is not a rational one "for isolated pericardia} adhesions do 
not interfer with the functionin~ of the heart, and, even if they were 
destroyed, they \':ould be reproduced eventually • 11 
I3ec~~ 121speaking on the same subject says "I believe that the Brauer 
operation is ohsolete, inevitably, although it has severed an important 
purpose as a stepping stone in the development of pericardial surgery. 
PericardiectoLly, complete as is anatomically possible, is the operation 
of choice. It should be carried out in one stage, because the heart 
yields to the surgeon one major operative opportunity. If the heart 
is not relieved of all its mechanical impedimenta.at that operation, it 
may fail to recover. Before the surgeon attemp"ts this operation on a 
human being he should acquire invaluable experience in its preformance 
that the laboratory alone is able to provide." 
Biggers,128however, advocates a two-stage operation. He believes 
it is necessary to remove both epicardium and i)ericardiurn. He advises 
blunt and sharp dissection, with removal of small fragments of peri-
ca.rdium as they are freed. 
Schmieden believes that the pericardiUM should not be peeled like 
an apple, but like an orange 
Regarding the vital part of the operation--th~t is decortication 
of the ~eart--it begins after about an hours preparation of the field. 
Both blunt and sharp dissection are usecl to free the heart frou the 
constricting pericardilajl, which I'lay be trtic.{ and tough parietal peri-
cardiu, dense epicardium or both securely or ever1 inseparably united. 
Sometimes a line of cleavage is easily found but often it is not and 
then great care must be used to avoid splitting the muscle itself and 
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one of the heart chambers, the right ventricle or ri&ht auricle in part. 
"However, even if the heart is penetrated the 'N,;un d may -ce '-i. •ic:Cly re-
paired ••••• leaving a strip of pericc,rcliur:i attached to the heart as one 
dissects permits--its 1rne as a p~,_tch of tiss:~e to suture over the v1ound. 1110 
Beck121has demonstrated that the ability to dissect the pericardial 
scar fro~ the surface of the myocardiwn is the procedure which may make 
the difference between success and failure in some cases. "This factor 
of epicardial sclerosis with constriction of the heart is worthy of 
emphasis, and improvement in technL1ue in control of hemorrhage from 
sharp dissection should give better results." 
Griswo1/JOinforms us that haste has no place in this operation--
that maipulations within the pericardiur.l cause considerable cardiac • 
irregularity and that fre-1uent periods of rest are necessary to restore 
normal rythm and maintain cardiac function wit?1in safe limits. 
Regarding another problet'.l, he tells :..!S that the drainage of the 
large amount of fluid w~ich forms about the heart after this and other 
cardiac operations is a serious proble~. To ~uote, "The absorptive 
qualities of the mediastinal tissues are uncertain and enough fl~id 
may collect within a few hou.rs to produce serious co:T1pression of the 
heart. "Lea"ri.ng a rlrainage tract leading to the s'-trface of the skin 
carries with it a real hazzard of infection ••• The most satisfactory 
way out of this dilemma is to leave a generous opening ( fro::1 3 to 5 
c.m.) for drainage into one of the pleura. D~ring the post-operative 
period we can remove the effusionfro:~1 the pleura by syringe s.nd neec:<le 
as indicc:.ted." 
Any -aloorl that is retained within the pericardium is absorbed 
without producing adhesion.
12 7 
If the decortication of the heart is not f~lly succesful and the 
heart is bound down to the left dome of the diaphragm, then according 
to Schmieden and Wester:nann, 129 "the norr:ial systolic contraction is 
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impossible, becau.so durin;; inspiratory de;:ression of the left dorne of 
the diaphrag~ the heart is elongatod ~nd during systole beco~es lancet 
shaped. In order to cec:edy tl;is unclesiruble condition left siJcd phrc~-
ctom;y is _;enerally 'eco:n::iencied, since this res_<lts in s,).fficient relief." 
According to L::..v:roncc and L~crton80thc rrm.in u.dvr-... nce in the field 
of surgery since 1929 "is the H shaped inscion, introduced by 3cck and 
Griswold. By L'leans of t• is operation the ctcrnur:1 is spu.rcd, and an 
excellent expos"'re of botl; ~>id0:::i of t!1e heart is obtained. 11 
Regarding the safeguards of operative care, Churchill35givos the 
follov~ing :::ru.ggcrrtionn: "Trannf·\1sior1 hus not been e:-:!ployad o..nd is -tc 
be avoided because of the d~.ngcr of c:.sdiu.c dilation fro::1 too great a 
venouo rctyrn to the heart. If required, citrated blood Ghould be 
administered very slowly • 
. l\..n oxy~en tent is ... tsed routinely b0.t !nu.y bo di::;continued in a 
few days. 
Drugs, other than diurdics have little pl:;<ce either in the pre 
or post operative program. 
A oyringc contuining adrenalin 
the operation fo~ ude if cardiac standstill be encountered. 
The greo.-L est t!-:ero.pe ,,tic s:0,fe guard is achieved by ;r:uintaininz; 
adequate oxygenation both d_ring the operation and s:iliseqJently. The 
heart will tolerate :nany insults if o.deq..1atcly supplied \~'ith oxygen, 
but withstands poorly any unu:>-.1al Gtrair: or :c;:i_nipulation if attended 
by anoxemia. 
1.'!hile Bee:: focuses his attenU ori upon failure of the peripheral 
circulation from a reduced filling of the heart, I consider the real 
hazzarcl of the operation to be in exposing the weakened musculative 





in this syn(rome depends or. 
treatrr:ent is avail:t',le. .":ccor'•'1 l0 n'' to '":1.;te lC .... ..... ,_. ,j ,. 'l....t. ' 
"The ~1rognosis of Ficks Disease without s.,r;:sical trer~t:ner.t is 
unfavorable for hecclth and in so1;1e cases for life. It tends to be a 
chronic disease, lasting several to -~·1any years, and often re··:aining at 
a standstill for long intervals of time. In a few instances •••• the 
downhill course :nay be rapicl, ending in death froe1 the disease itself 
or from complications in the course of months or u year or two. Re-
missions :<Jay occu.r, especially if favored by therapy such as rest, 
diuretic drugs, rrnd fluid and salt restriction, 1:..s :;ointed o.:tt in >:is 
own noted case by Finsen 35 years ago. Spontaneous c~re probably does 
not exist, surzery affords the only c .. ,re, whicr in o~rr experience has 
been effective for at least 7 years. 
The occasional cases of apparent recovery for intervals of months 
or years after the occurence of symptoms and sie;ns of cardiac coHpress-
ion before a rec~ . :rrence of persistent syr~ptoms and sic;ns of much the 
same sort are undoi.tbtedly to be explained u.s having had, at first, an 
acute pericarditis with effusion w~:ich sc;_bsided, and later on, :.fter 
healing, constriction fron a chronically contracted fibrosed, peri-
cardial sac (with or without calcifaction) which is in large part 
incidental." 
The results frorr: s 1rp;ery have on the whole been excellent. \'Jhen 
these ~en speak of cures--they speak of girls and boys who are now 
able to go out and play football and basketball and participate in 
other athletic contests, ;;herebefore a ,:;a"'.1.e of chec:rnrs was probably 
-:i.5 too much.-' 
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Churchill in 1929 collected 36 cases of peric~rdial resection 
for constricting pericarditis and added one of his own. ~ost of 
Churchill's collected cases ca,>w froc.1 Germany and v1ere reported nota-
bly by Volhard, Sch":nieden and Fischer. In VJ of the 37 cases the re-
sults were excellent. In 4 of the cases ther was transitory improve-
rrient, but the pat font died of the ori,:;inul !Lease. In 2 cases the 
operation was fatal, death 0eing due directly to operative procedure. 
In the other 5 cases the operation was not co;-:-ipleted. 
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In 1936 Churchill published the r~norts on 10 others. In his 10 
cases he reports 6 cures, 1 death, and 3 showed marked im'.'.)rovement. The 
longest cure reported was 10 years. :Blalock in 8 operations had 3 cures, 
2 improvements, and 3 deaths. Stewart and Heuer, et ali report similar 
results. 
In the Massachusetts General Hos!Jital series of 15 cases, 6 were 
completely cured by 09eration, 1 partially cured, 3 cases died of the 
disease itself, 3 c~.ses died !)Ost-operative, and 2 otb.er patients shown 
by signs and Xray to have the disease, but not operated on. 
The original patient operated on in 1913 by Sauerbruch, who had 
been confined to bed by dyspnea and showed great edema was symptom free 
a.nd working 11 years later. 22 
Some patients Sho\V' a delay in improvement after operation. This 
delay in improvement in certain patients after operations may be due in 
part to dilation of the region of the heart from which the pericardiu.~ 
has been resected, and in part to obstruction not having been suffi-
ciently relieved. At operation the heart bulged through the window 
which was made in the pericardium and undue stretching of this muscle 
may have resulted. It may require time for this muscle to regain tone. 
Beck12has the same 09inion, when he says, "After the compression 
agent has been removed by operation, the heart, like skeletal muscle, 
requires time to regain its normal strength. Indeed in chronic cases 
the compression agent is sometimes removed completely with little im-
provement in the circulation noticeable after operation. The venous 
pressure may remain elevated and diuresis may not take place for days 
or weeks after operation. This delay in recovery, I believe is due t ' 
the disuse atrophy suffered by the heart. 
Regarding the question of new adhesions after the resection of a 
scar from the heart, the general oninion is that new adhesions do form, 
but that they do not produce symptoms12•126• 
In a report of a Cabot case of Picks disease upon which operation 
had been preformed and w'.'1ich subse'-il.lently ca;.18 tci 9..Utopsy, Lallory re1Jorts; 
11 the pericardiu 1 was r::i.thcr interestinc; in th:;,t the ori;jinal n.dhesions had. 
entirely regrown. There was still no paricardial c~vity~ b~t very care-
ful examindtion showed ~hat there was no sigi1 of obstruction around the 
orifices of the 3reat vessels leadinz into the heart; that is the mouths 
of the V<'nae cavae and )i..tlrnonary veirrn were all free. I think t'.·1at there 
vtas not 1n'ctch evi6ence that circul:dory failure played a significant part 
in his defrth." 
" tt40b l' th t t' . 1 d B d' t' . J."O e ieves a _'le prognosis c epen s an it'OJ. oen s sign--
"for as the heart strensth diminshes owing to degeneaation, so this 
sign disappears." 
The prognosis is better for patients with non-tuberculous disease 
according to Blalock.36 
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PH :sr~NTA'2IC'N OF CJ.SE 
The patient, a white female child, age 12, entered the University 
Hospital for the first tfr1e on 11-2~-3·; co::ir1lainjn_:s of: 
2. Intermittent spells of diarrhec._ :3ince .J:.,;ly, 1::38. 
3. Enlargement of abdo:c:en since July, 1'~'38. 
4. Fever since about ~lovernber 1, 1)3'). 
The mother stat::s that the child hud o_h\r,_Ly:J been in good heulth 
until July, 1)38, at which tir:ie the above enumerated syrnj)tO'.?JS 'uere 
first noticed. 
The edema w~s cyclic. It would become progressively worse 
(involving face, eyelids, body und lower extremeties) for about two 
wecJ:s, then the c1,dld would develop diarrhea and would have 8-10 stools 
a day for 3-4 days. The stools at the time of the diarrhea would be 
thin, W':i.tery and light yellow with some mucus and of a very foul odor. 
No blood was noted at any tine. 
The child was in several hospitals ~ithout any results. The 
cyclic edema and diarrhea continued to date of entrance. 
However, about 11-1-3? the child becu~e 11ore edenatous tho.~ at 
any ti:_1e previously arnl then developed u severe diarrheu with rauch 
cra;nping and nausea. At first the stools were brown but after ubout 
1 week with the bowel movements as fre~uent 1s every three hours, they 
became tarry blac:~ in color (described r1y Hiother as resernblin,:; _ieconium). 
At this time the child "beg;m1 to complain also of a sore mouth and ton.:;ue 
ancl the 1;10ther states the child had sores inside of her lips. and her 
tongue and the throat was brisht red and very sore. 
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Throat--The r1ucosa of the mouth and throat shows the presence of nurn-
srous partly healed ulcer<.:ttion. The tongc,e :is s :·1ooth, sliz,htly red-
dened and there were a few large papillae scattered over the sutface. 
He:.i.rt--Neg. B.P. 112/78. 
Lungs--Complirnental sp~ces cunnot be definitely demonstrated. 
Abdonen--Considerable enlarged. and gives the appearance of being ascitic. 
No definite fluid level can be demonstrated. There is a vague mass in 
the RU~ which is r:::!.ther fircn and cannot be definitely outlined because 
of the tenderness of the abdominal wall--possibly liver. There is 
tenderness on deep palpation over this mass. 
Laborn.tory: 
Blood--11-23-39, Hb 73/~, RBC, 4,070,000; WBC 9,250; Seg, 24; st.68; 
L, 7, M. 1. 
Urine--negative except for slight trace of albumin. 
Blood NPN--29.7 mg.~ 
Total serum protein, 5 .<S:ng}~ 
Total serum albumen 3.0mgf, 
Total serum globulin 2.8mg.% 
Platelet count, sedic:ient:.i.tion rate, blood sugar, blood chlorides, 
blood cholest.Arol and fragility of red cells within norrna1 limits. 
Kidney function tests within nornal limits. 
Sed. Rate 1 cc settled time Linsenmeier 6rrJ11--30' 12mm-48' 
18mm--l hr-10' 24mm--2 hr. 10' 
12-2-39 Brom Sulphaliin Test 
5 rnin----707~ dye retention 
30 min----151' dye retention 
11-27-39 Flat plate of abdomen. Diaphragm a,Jpears elevated. Studies 
show fluid ih peritoneal cavity. EKG showed some myocurdial danage. 
Course in Hospital: 
Daily fluid intake wus from 1000 to 1500 cc. Dai~y output aver~ged 
around 2C;O cc. 
lJpon adriission ternp0rature was 100'. On 11-24-39 it was 103' after 
11-25-39 l)atient began to have a graduc.l elevation of tem;::ierature fro:n 
a low level at noon to a high level at BP~ when it was 103'. Respira-
tions around 20 a minute. After 11-24-39 reached peak of 50 per minute 
which is hiGhest at midniGht. Pulse averaged about 110. Patient re-
ceived Thimain chloride intraveno...tsly, Percormorph oil, 8erelexin, and 
high protein, low salt diet. 
On 12-9-39 patient's te:nperature was elevated to E.4.2' R in the 
afternoon. Examination of the chest revealed moist rales heard through-
out both lungs. Respirations were rapid (50 per min) and la~ored. Pat-
ient irrational at times. Aspirin grs. V. every three hours ordered. 
Respirations ceased suddenly at 10:47 P.M. 
~·rora the record of the patient at tre :::et~-iodist Hospital where she 
was from 7-1-39 to 7-e-39 we have the following additional inforr!lation: 
The scarlet fever had an ordinary course without cotjplications or notic-
able sequelE!,e. 
In the history we find the statement that ~patient has been under 
rnedical cure almost constantly. Treated for heart disease. Whole breast 
seemed to hurt with her heart." 
Lungs: Faint subcrepitant r~le in both ~ases, no dullness. Excursion 
2 H t ' 1 . 1 t t 1 BP 108/30,..,. _ cm. .ear saunas c. eur, occasiona ex ra sys o e. 
or four urine s:::.mples r:m only one showed a trace of albur:oin. 
:<line and '.:ahn negative. 
N.P.N. 33.3 mg/~ 
Total Seru;:1 protein o1 rag /:J 
Total seru~ ~lobulin 2.6 mg~ 
X-ray 
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Posterior-<mterior radiographic study of the chast s'·ows the 
pleural sacs and pul1:ionic fields to appear essentially clear. The 
broncho-vasc.,tlar markings are slie;htly thicC:ened abou~ each hilar re-
0ion b .;t there is no definite evidence of a pneumonic process. No 
gross amount of fluid is present in either pleural sue. The heart 
appears to be nor·1m.l i:r: size, contour, G.nd pulsation. 
BMR - (minus) 26% 
Admission note gives information that child b.rn been on salt free diet 
for 6 mohths. Has had rapid tooth decay since PI. 
EKG Flat and depres:3ed T Wave in Leads II III Dl. 
Clinical conclusion myoca.rditis. While cHld wo.s in rv:eth. Hosp. ran 
a remi ttent type of fever. Highest ab cut 2 PI\'.'. and 101.;iest abo J.t 4AE. 
The high was about 100' • 
At1topsy Report: 
External exan1ination--The body ic that of a well developed and 
r:i ther poorly nourished child of about the stated age. The abdoF1en is 
distended. There are punctJre mar~rn in ante cubital fossa~ and some 
edema in (he lower extremities. 
Primary incision--usual Y shaped. 
Pa.nnicul11s--pracical1y none. 
Peritoneal cavity--there is considerable free gas. The peritoneal 
cavity is divided by firr:1 adhosions into two cavities at a level of 
about 3 cm. below udoilicus. Small bowel is matted together to form 
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this purtition. ~he upper cavity contains much greenish, yellow pus--
cult~res were ta~en--, the lower c~vity shows fecul contauination. This 
lov:er cavity pas:30s .1pward along the rie;ht lateral body wall to u cavity 
j 1J.st hts ide the ri'o 'nEtrgin ·where there is a co ';;;·,uni cat ion with the bowel. 
The liver mar'rn part of tte upper mc.rgin of this last n:J.med cavity. 
Pleural cavity: 
Right--Some fibrinous adhesions. Practically no fluid. 
Left--A'oout 75 cc clou.r fLtid. 
Pericardium: 
Cavity obliterated completely by firm fibrous adhesions. Peri-
cardium thickened. Occasional spots of calcification between the two 
lay:ors of pericardium. 
Heart: 
'Neight 140 grams. 
Heart muscle soft. 
Tricuspid valve--no change. 
Pulmonary valve--no change. 
Mitral valve--no change. 
Aortic valve--no change. 
Lungs: 
Right--weight 310 gra:ns. Large amount of frothy fluid in bronchi. 
No changes in main branches of the pulmonary artery. Few small masses 
of ante-mortem thronbi the vessels. Cut section edematous and s: ows 
extreme consolidation inferiorly and posteriorly. 
Left--weight 280 grams. Left lung and bronchi and blood vessels 
same as on right side. Cut surface also simil:i.r except for some areas 
of necrosis in the base. 
GI tract and e$ophagus--nor:nal. 
Stomach--Dilat_ed, mucosa is thin and s:10ws little other changes. 
Duodenwn--Greatly dilated. Lucosa reddened and edematous. Common 
duct patent. 
S~all bowel--Considera~le hypertrophy. 
L·.rge bowel--Two small perforation ubout 6 crn above the iliocecal valve, 
with considerable infla·n'.natory reaction of mucosa surrounding this area. 
Liver--'!leight 1310 grams. Surface is quite irregular and granular. 
The inferior surface of the right lobe is discolored. Gall bladder 
wall is considerably thickened and its mucosa is ;:pi te normal in appear-
ance. Cut surface of liver shows considerable accentuation of the ;nark-
ings. The whole tissue is rather pale. 
Spleen--Weight 140 grams. Cut surface pale, tissue soft and 1arkin~s 
are ~Jite indistinct. 
Pancreas--Seems to be somewhat enlarged but section shows a .normal ai1p-
earance. Ly.mph nodes about pancreas are greatly enlarged. 
Kidneys--Left--Weight 100 grams. Smooth in contour. Soft; markings 
distinct. Right--Wei,::;ht 100 grams. Entirely similar to left. 
Adrenals+-Both appaar 'normal. 
Pelvic organs--Tubes and ovaries are bound down by numerous firm adhes-
ions so that individual structures cannot be identified in the peri-
toneal surfuce. 
Urinary bladder qdte smooth and shows only a few petechia on its 
mucosa. Uterus is infantile in type. Ovaries are small and contain 
only an, occasional s:riall follicle. 
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Swrunary: 
1. Chronic peritonitis (prooably pnewnonic). 
2. Perforatfon of colon. 
3. C~ronic adhesive pericarditis. 
4. Early cirrhosis of liver. 
5. P .-<lmonary edema. 
6. Bronchial pneumonia. 
(Cultures taken didn't grow. Stccined slides show pneili:10nia.) 
Tu:icroscopic examination: 
Heart--Hyaline thickening of epicardiurn with small patches of 
calcification. Pericardium thic~ened. 
Muscle layers are split by edematous fluid, There are patches 
where one finds. individual hynertrophy of muscle fioers. Other areas 
show degeneration of muscle fibers. Cloudy swelling of the muscle 
fibers is also seen. There is some increase of connective tissue. 
Lungs--Alveoli are congested. Alveolar walls are infiltrated with 
edematous connective tissue in which there are scattered ares of poly-
rnorphs and monocytes. 
Liver--The liver cords are pale staining. The cells show vacoules 
and cloudy swellit).g. There is some increase of interlobular and peri-
portal connective tissue. The sihusoids are dilated. 
Spleen+-NorlE.l in appearance. 
Pancreas--Normal in apµoarance. 
Kidneys--Severe cloudy swelling of the tubules. 
Adrenals--Normal in appearance. 
Lymph node--Isolated patches of polymorphs and plas~na cells and 
dilated capillaries. 
Summary of Microscopic Examination: 
1. Chronic constrictive pericarditis of un~nown origin. 
2. Congestion and edeina of the lings. 
3. Cloudy swelling and beginning cirrhosis of the liver. 
4. Clo~dy swelling of the kidneys. 
, Final diagnosis: 
Picks' Disease with polyserositis. 
This cuse was labelled at autopsy, for want of a better diagnosis 
as Picks' Disease with Polyserositis. The redeeming feature is that 
it was recognized at the time the label was applied that it was not a 
tr;.ie case of ?ic~s Disease. However, diseases much more remote from 
what White, Churchill, Blalock and B~ck would reqognize as Picks' syn-
drome have been given that diagnosis with much less provocation. 
The glaring omission is want of a state•,1ent that there was 
dilation of the neck veins. We may ass u,ne that there was no dilation 
because many good men examined the child and did not hote such. Would 
we not assume that if the edema of the face was the result of "con-
striction of the superior venaw cavae as it passes throug'.'1 the peri-
cardium" that we would also have veno'us engorgement of the nee~ and 
face? The so called superior mediastin&l syndromeof Kreisle and Hard-
•• 1. 130 inic .... e. 
Another factor present in this case is the inter~ittent spells of 
diarrhea and the cyclic nature of the edena. As far as I have observed 
diarrhea is us~ally not associated with the Picks' syndrome. In only 
one case--that presented by Cabot in 18;8 did I find diarrhea mentioned 
in the symptor.1s. J,l. Tremaine13lhowever, presented two cases of what 
he calls Picks' disease of the subacute type with a history of acute 
diarrhea, nausea and vomiti~g. One of the cuses is interesting to 
cor;ipare with the one :presented here, bec:;;.~so of the de:1arcatod red 
-:,../· 
areas fo;mcl inj9 on the childs body ::i.nd the ulcerations :found in the 
~ 
c:;ilds mouth upon examination. 
The case in ,1uestion was a girl, age 19, who developed non-
pruritic, reddish :pmrple, r::iaculo-papular eruptions on the face, neck 
and behi:'1cl the ears. Also m.lllle-:-ous vessicles on hard palate and bu-
ccal mucosa. The bucal lesions became ulcerated and covered with a 
grayish rner1brane. Within two wee-::s the rash had disappeared followed 
be scaling, but 1-eaving a c~usky co:nplexion but no scarring or atrophy. 
At autopsy the outstanding feat -tr es were polyserositis, nephritis, and 
the absence of rheumatic myocarditis or endocarditis. The polyserositis 
was characterized by the following findings. An obliterative fibrous 
pericarditis with adherence of the pericardiwJ to all of the surrounding 
structures; a fibrolrn pleuritis so extensive that the lungs were adher-
ant to the parietal pleura over the ~reater part of their s~rface: fib-
rous adhesions w:-iich were ;oost nwnerous in the ur,per abdomen where they 
completely enbedded the liver spleen, and transverse colon <Pld also in-
volved V<:irious see;nents of the s,Jal l and large intestine throughout the 
lower half of the abdominal cavity: inflammatory changes of the synovial 
:ne:nbrane of the rii~ht 1rnee joint. Evidence of cor;tinuance of infection 
was shown by Mild infiltrations with lymphocytes and plasirn cells and 
occasionally poly1 1orphs throughout the fibrous adhesions and by the 
presence of a few sP1al l fibrin masses and fibroblo.sts that were still 
layine; irli.own connective tissue. Autopsy also shov;ed kilney damage and 
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The heart exmdned by radiographic methods showed no abnormalities; 
pulsations were noted and not found to be unusual--yet a_t autopsy, we 
find a pericardium which certainly might have interfered in the main 
with normal pulsations. This is one part in favor of Pick' s s~'Ddrome. 
Yet we find hypertrophy of the individual muscle fibers along with atro-
phy at autopsy. Can this be explained as suggested by Dr. Tollman thPt 
the degeneration of some fibers have left room for the others to hyper-
trophy in? Can we explain it on the basis of areas of the heart not 
being completely constricted--the heart at autopsy showed the scar 
tissue not to be of universial thickness--and these areas taking on 
the work load of the rest of the heart. 
The blood pressure is not characteristic of Picks disease. It is 
recorded as 112/78 at the University Hos?ital and at the Methodist as 
112/38. 
With the history of fever since only 11-1-39 we could have worked 
out a nice theoretical history of how on about this date, because of 
the lowered resistance of the periteneurn by the decreased blood flow 
and venous stasis, pyogenic organisms got a foot hold and chronic peri-
tonitis resulted. From a time body defense and invading organism which 
was probably a pneumonocci were of n.lT110st equal strength, but after a 
time the pneumonocci gained control with the result that an abdominal 
picture resulted as we saw at autopsy. A similar idea is expressed by 
Reed134in explaining how Fungi complicated a case of Picks disease. 
Locus minoris resistentiae rolls nicely off one's tongue, but it 
is somewhat Don ~uixotish. 
It does not explain to satisfaction the case in question when we 
consider that there we.s a remittent type of fever in July of 1939, when 
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the pntient was at the Methodist Hospital. How long previous to this 
did the c''.ild have a fever? Could we account for the high afternoon 
temperature on the basis of an atY'~ical form of tuberculosis? 
The serum proteins of the blood presented a not unusual picture. 
We do at times find a low serum nrotein in Picks disease. 
Flick and Gibbon132believe that "the importance of determing the 
serum proteins in patients with Picks disease is obvious. If the 
protein content is low a second factor is brought in to play in the 
production of the edema and ascites which may as well be as potent as 
the increased venous pressure." 
Strong133t~1inks that the reversal of the normal serum albumin, 
globulin ratio is probably only evidence of albumin loss, due to re-
peated aspiration. He also thinks that it is due to damage to the 
liver cells. 
In the present case we may assume that the serum protein is on 
the basis of low protein intake and also the basis of the diarrhea. 
An avitaminosis was present clinically as seen by the physical ex-
amination of the mouth. 
The liver as seen grossly and microscopically with the begin:1ing 
cirrhosis is a point in favor of ca,lling the condition Picks disease. 
In the final analysis we are confronted with t:r:e problem of whether 
or not the condition of the heart a.s seen at autopsy was sufficient to 
accowit for the patients symptoms and whether surgery would have eli-
minated the symptoms. We are somewhat handicapped by the fact that 
Picks disease was not considered at this time--and as a result our in-
formation regarding encroachment upon the Vena Cavae is meager. The 
normal pulse pressure, and the radio graphic studies would tend to 
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indicate that the heart was not under much of a constrictive handicap. 
It is of interest to list the points in :!favor and against a dia-
gnosis of Picks disease: 
For 
1. Thickened nericarcUum with 
adhesions and calcification. 
2. Beginning cirrhosis of the liver. 
3. Lack of resuonse to medication. 
~uestionable Facts 
1. Ascites with Preponderant edema 
of a cyclic nature with diarrhea. 
2. :BeP,inning reversal of the serum 
albumin, globulin ratio. 
3. Polyserositis. 
Against 
l. Lack of dilation 
of the neck veins. 
2. The low B.M.R. 




If Picks disease is to mean a condition in which the symptoms are 
primarily a result of pericardial constriction, I don't think the label 
fits here. Operation in this case might have relieved the co~pression 




1. Picks' Disease or Syndrome is as good a term as any to describe 
the sy~ptom complex which on a physiological bases is the result of an 
inflo71 stasis. It is a broad and vague term and is often used incorrectly -
but u.11tit .nore is knovm regarding the patho - anatomical ramifacRtions -
we have none better. 
2. The etiology of this condition is not knovm - a rhe11matic basis 
is quite rare and tuberuclosis a quite common finding. 
3. An effort sho:tld be made to di ff eren tia te this con di ti on from 
those diseases which produce a similiar picture because of the possibility 
of a surgical cure. 
4. There are.many helpful diagnostic aids - the most valuable of 
which are measurement of venous pressure and radiographic studies of 
the heart. 
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